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INTRODUCTION
The psychiatric profession is rapidly becoming cognizant of the major
role that computers can, and undouhtedly will, play in all areas of
psychiatry. In addition to the literature pertaining to their more
established psychophysiological and logistical applications, a literature is now developing around the use of electronic devices in the
clinical areas. In recognition of this trend, the American Psychiatric
Association appointed a task force to: (aJ survey the current efforts
at applying computer techniques to the field of psychiatry and to
evaluate the degree of success achieved hy these efforts, (bJ evaluate
the gains and losses entailed by data automation in psychiatry (including an evaluative statement on case registries). and (c) recommend future action.

The task force has been aware of the profession's anxiety concerning the possible dehumanizing effects and threat to privacy posed
by computers. It has also been aware of the vast horizons brought into
view by these machines. As L. C. Payne has noted, the electronic
digital computer is "the most versatile piece of apparatus ever invented, and its fundamentally different character in being powerfully
relevant to cerebral activities rather than . as with almost all previous
machines, Bugmenting muscular activities, inevitably meaDS that it
will have a profound and continuing role to play in many aspects of
medical practice." In fact, Rome Bnd others view the automation of

•

significant segroents of health services to be the next major step in
medical progress. Despite this potential, most psychiatrists view the
computer with suspicion and still discuss the possibility of the
machines replacing the clinicians.
In the organization of this report, we have, therefore, decided to
emphasize the potentialities of the computer and to survey the field
by presenting the current status of computer usage under ten major
topic areas : Computer Principles, Data Analysis, Data Banks, Automated Clinical Records, Assessment and Treatment Techniques,
Simulation Techniques, Psychophysiologic-Laboratory Applications,
Logistical Applications, Concept Exchange Systems, and Computer
Facilitated Training. In each of these categories we have considered
one or more of some fifteen relevant issues that need to be resolved

if the benefits of the computer are to be realized: confidentiality,

v
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quality control, cost, legality, ethics, inhibition of creativity, acceptability, equipment, system reorientation, compatibility between systems, changes in role definition, impact on training, standardization of
terminology I risk of system breakdown, and program or equipment
obsolescence. Finally, we have discussed some of the more universal
problem areas in computer usage and presented our major recom~
mendations.

COMPUTER PRINCIPLES
Richard Stillman, M.D.
1. Overview

What is a computer? Essentially, it is a machine that processes
information. In the past, machines have, by and large, been constructed to process energy, and the startling advent of ioformationprocessiog machioes has been seen by many as heraldiog a
computer revolution of no less significance than that of the first
widespread use of energy-produciog machioes [the Industrial
Revolution). The computer does for men's miods what energy
machines have done for their muscles: It frees them from drudgery
while greatly magnifying their power.
Mechanical information processing machines have been used
for centuries, from astronomical models used io calculaliag planetary motions to the abacua and the mechanical "adding machines." However, the explosive growth of modern computers
awaited the large-scale use of electronics.

vi

1.1 Types of Computers - Analog

•

Today's computers are of two types, analog and digital. Analog
computers are special purpose devices used in the control or
study of systems that vary contiouously over time, e.g., the
cardiovascular system. They represent quantities by voltages
[called analogues), which can be transformed, added, integrated, and so on. Their use is limited to applications io which
the system can be modeled well by the dynamic properties of
electronic circuits. A number of physiologic control systems
have been faithfully represented using analog computers, but
these computers do not have much flexibility, and [of great
importance to psychiatrists) they do not deal with symbols.
1.1.1 Digital Computer
The digital computer is badly named. It should be called
a symbol computer, for it is equally at home with lellers,
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numbers, and the odd symbols that grace the outer
reaches of typewriter keyboards (and are often given
special meaning in computer systems). In its heart the
computer "knows" only "off" VB. "on," "yes" vs. "no."
"one" VB. "zero," .. a" VB. "X." and all information it re·

ceives must be ultimately converted (encoded) into this
binary form. A letter of the alphabet Is known to the
computer only, for example, as "on-olf-olf-olf-on-on-olfolf" and a digit such as 9 as "olf-olf-olf-on-off-olf-on.'"
Looking at the vitals of a computer with a tiny bulb that
flashes (X) for "on" and stays unlit (0) for "olf," one
would have great difficulty knowing whether numbers or
letters (or something else) were being processed. A com-
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it will vary its activity according to instructions specified in
advance.
In what form does the program reside in the machine? In ex-

actly the same sequence of bits (olf-on, yes-no, one-zero elements)
as the data. Once again, at this atomic level, our contemporary
Diogenes with his electrician's light would find only sequences of
off-on's in those locations of the computer containfng the program.
(Nor would the locations themselves be necessarily different from
those, where on another occasion, Bay a thousandth of a second

later, the data migbt be kept.) Just as the computer can distinguish,
when told to. between a number and a letter, so it can distinguish
instructions from data. To an outsider, to an electrician, it all looks
like XOOXOXOO.

mon misconception is that a computer reduces every-

thing to numbers. It does no such thing; it encodes both
numbers and other symbols in a more fundamental unit
of information (the "bit"), whicb is sufficiently primitive
to be usable as a building block for all written symbols
(numeric, alphabetic, and otherwise).

2.1 Progrnmming Languages
Even very expensive and sophisticated machines are equipped
anly for a limited variety of elementary program steps. By
suitable sequencing of these steps, however, enormous variety

2

2. Programs
Tbe idea of a program is fundamental to an understanding of digital computers. A program is no more than a detailed. explicit

in programs can be acbieved. A typical machine-level instruction migbt look like XOOXXOXOOX, and would be interpreted by the computer as "put" (translation of XOOX) the
contents of memory location XOX into memory location

OOX. Besides transferring information, instructions will erase

sequence of commands which the computer is to execute in the

information. compare information. do arithmetic operations

order in which they are given. One of the key aspects of these
sequences is that tbey may include contingencies: "If the sex of
the person is female, then go to the menstrual part of the program;
otherwise continue with next instruction." "If predicted anxiety

such as add and multiply, and so forth.

score is within 10 percent of actual anxiety score, then print it out;
otherwise reset anxiety antecedents and compute new predicted
anxiety score." These instructions cause a computer to check, during a program. whether a variable fulfills certain criteria. and to
branch to another part of the program accordingly. It is important

to note that the actual branch to be chosen in any g;ven run may
not be (and usually is not) known in advance; it may depend on
intermediate calculations (e.g., of predicted anxiety) made by the
computer itself once the run is under way. This contingent branch-

ing gives the programmer much flexibility. Although the computer
will not handle contingencies not anticipated by the programmer,
• Jf tb. ruder 11 Itruck wUh the IlmU_ritJ (allltlraUye and otberwite) with _ talelfapb
code, bl hi. tt. right Idea, The telagraph coda it ....DUell)' a binary coda, wllb ,Uene' and

lound oorrelpoDdlDI to lbe offl aDd ona.

2.1.1 Advonced Languages
One early improvement was the use of mnemonics

to stand for the actual operation. A very great step
forward occurred when programmers, tiring of tbe thoussnds and thousands of literal instructions that had to be
painfully worked out lor each problem, devised higberlevel languages such as FORTRAN, COBOL, and ALGOL,
and provided translation programs by which the computer could decode relatively few high-level statements
into the relatively many detailed machine-language statements needed. So a FORTRAN program might contain
S'X
7, which would be
the statement Y = X"2
equivalent to the ordinary algebraic statement y = x'
Sx 7. The computer would be able to replace it with a

+

+

+

+
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multiplicity of atomistic statements of the sort, "get x,
put it bere, multiply it by itself, put the answer there, get
x again, multiply it by 3, get wbars there, add them
together, put them there, add 7 to that, and assign that
value to y/' and so forth .
Further advantages await the user of a high-level
language. Once be bas written instructions sucb as those
for calculating the "anger content" of a subject's words,
be can embed this procedure in another part of the program (sucb as finding the frustration level) simply by
"calling" his anger procedure, - Le .. be need only write
the name of tbe program again without completely rewriting its instructions. Tbus programs often become
complicated hierarchies or webs with subtle interac~
lions and complex dependencies among their parts.

2.1.2 Types of Program Languages
4

Tbere are higb-levellanguages tailored for many different
types of users, and no one language is universally best
for sll applications. FORTRAN is algebraic, formulaoriented, and excellent for quantitative research. ALGOL
has many stylistic advantages over FORTRAN, but it is
not nearly as widely used. COBOL is a business-oriented
language with many features related to dollars-and-cents
procedures. inventory problems, and so on. PL/1, newly
developed by IBM, may combine the better features of
all these. SLIP, IPUV and LISP are list-processing languages; i.e., they process lists of symbols and are extremely general and powerful languages for informationprocessing (as opposed to simple calculation). Virtually
all successful modelling of intellectual activity has been
accomplished with list-processing languages.
Programs are known as "software." The physical
machines on which they run are collectively called
"hardware." User demands for elegant, powerful, idiomatic, and simple programming languages necessitated
the development of extremely complex translating programs (caUed compilers) as part of the development of
new machines. For the first time, the cost of software de-

velopment is actually beginning to exceed that of hardware.
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S. The Physical Computer (Hardware)
S.l Input
The computer is like a sessile organism, taking in information,
processing it, and putting it out. It can receive information
from several kinds of sources. Punch-card reader machines
sense the positi.ons in which holes are punched in cards (corresponding to letters and digits) and transmit this, card-bycard, to the computer. Like paper tape, the information is
easily kept in visible form, but the speed of processing is slow.
Information may also be kept on magnetic tape to be "read
into" the computer on long reels of wide tape capable of holding as many as 100 million bits. This provides rapid input of
data to the computer, although its usefulness is limited by the
fact that to get to a given portion of tape may require an inordinately lang time - up to four minutes' Finally, new timesharing systems allow the user to put information into a computer through a typewriter-like terminal many miles distant
from the computer. In all these input modes, the computer
works vastly more rapidly than the information is put in, and
so must be programmed to do its work in the sizable spaces
between the arrival of batches of information; thus it may be
working OD ODe person's problems while storing the information from someone else's.

3.2 Information Storage
Computer memories may be divided roughly into fast and
slow, internal and external. Fast internal memories ("core
storage") are quite expensive to build, but afford very rapid
input and output of information. They usually consist of magnetizable "donuts" strung in square grids, each capable of storing one bit of information. Magnetic disks, often stacked one
above another like phonograph records, are considerably less
costly per bit of information stored and are capahle of holding
much more information than core storage bolds - but at the
expense of slower retrieval. Even slower is magnetic tape,
which the computer can use as an extension of its own
memory; yet even this "slow" medium is slow only by computer standards. Millions of bits can be entered or read out of
tape in a few minutes.

5
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3.3 Information Processing
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time, 80d go on to the next user. This creates the illusion that each

The "thinking" or lIexecutive" part of the computer processes

user has

the actual data according to the instructions stored in its
memory. Here the computer is extremely rapid, performiog

information so incredibly slowly compared with the central processing unit of the computer, complex calculations can be performed in the interstices of user input or output. This type of
computer is particularly appropriate for most hospital and clinic
uses; these uses require fairly prompt processing of all data sent
to the computer 80d equally prompt replies from the computer
(on a teletype or video display) to queries about the status of

basic operations such as transferring data or comparing it or

adding it, all in n8Ooseconds (billionths of a second). ThIs
part of the machine consists of a "control unit/' which super·
vises the program sequence, and a "logic unit." which per·

forms the individual calculations. With the capacity to perform
a complicated sequence of millions of these atomistic instructions per second. the computer can do vast amounts of numeric
or non-numeric calculating in a very short time.

8

whole computer at his command. Because users type in

patients or services.

5. Future Developments in Computers
3.4 Output
Finally, the computer needs a me80s of presenting the results
of its calculations. In order to keep up with the vast speed of
the computer, high-speed printers have been installed in most
computer centers. If the output is needed at some future time
6

as input to a subsequent computer calculation. the output may
also be stored on magnetic tape or cards punched according to
the computer's instructions. In some applications output might
be presented on a remote teletypewriter or even on an

attached videotube.

4. Time Shored Machines
Early computer installations expected users to arrive with programs 80d data, to submit both, and then wait for them to reach
the computer (usually with a sizable queue intervening). The "turnaround time," which Is the time between submission of program
80d data and the appearance of output, might be hours or days,
even if only a single question was asked of the data and even if
the computer had to spend only seconds on the problem. If an
actual program were being written. the smallest error might invali-

date the program causing 800ther day's delay; often it would take
weeks to correct all the errors in a new program ("debug" it) .
This problem has been solved recently. "Time-sharing" computers allow interactive use by many users simultaneously. In
reality, the machine is programmed to attend to each user briefly
(say 1/20 second), do some work for the user during that period of

Advances are continually being introduced that increase the
attractiveness and usefulness of computers. The miniaturization
and integration of circuits makes the computer faster, more power-

ful, more complex, and more reliable. The cost of computation
has been plummeting exponentially, a hundred-fold in the past
decade alone, with no leveling off in sight. In addition to becoming
steadily cheaper to use, computers BrB more and more accessible.
Time-sharing brings immediate feedback to m80Y users simultaneously. New programming languages come closer and closer to idio-

matic English, reducing the need to state problems in awkward
and arbitrary computer l8Oguages. The use of video terminals with
electronic keyboards facilitates easy, instantaneous input to and
display of output from a computer. Many have predicted that the
computer will become a utility as ubiquitous as the telephone, 8Od,
indeed. more use is already being made of some existing telephone lines by computers than by humans carrying on CODversations. The day when computers themselves will be able to speak
(synthesizing sounds intelligible to humans) and to hear (recognizing the human voice speaking naturally) is already st hand,
although present accomplishments are limited to small vQcabularies and are quite expensive. Nevertheless, the trend will persist
for computers to free people from all information-handling tasks
that we can clearly 8Oticipate, and, probably some that we c8Onot.

7
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statistical measures such 8S measures of central tendency

(e.g., mellD, medillD, mode), IIDd of variability (e.g., standard deviation). These statistical processes may involve
such sophisticated operations as multivariate and regression analyses to clarify relationships between different
variables.

DATA ANALYSIS
Paul T. Wilson, M.D. and Anita K. Bahn, Sc.D.
1. D ..jinition of Subject Area

Da ta Analysis involves all of the operations by whicb "raw" inform ation about events is converted into new forms that permit better

understsading, prediction, and control of those events. These
operations may be divided roughly into two groups.

1.2 Tests of Significance
This involves estimating sample reliability (sucb as stsadard
error) in order to (a) test for a sigaificsat (real) difference between two groups or [b) determine, with a certain confidence,
the interval within which the true mesa or other parameter of
the universe is likely to be.

2. Automation in Data Analysis

8

1.1 Data reduction involves operations by whlcb information
about a set of events or individuals is summarized in order to
facilitate drawing conclusions about them. Data reductionwbether applied to events involving a particular individual or
to groups of individuals - is extremely important in many
facets of psychiatric practice and administration as well as in
research. The major components of data reduction include the
following:
1.1.1 Data preparation: Inspecting, editing, classifying, and arranging information for easy tabulation. If automated
saalysis techniques are planned, this also involves coding
data and converting them to machino readable form.

1.1.2 Tabulation: Preparing displays or tableo showing the
number of events or individuals falling within a specified
category (e.g., the same age group). Cross tabulation
shows the distribution of events or individuals according to two (or more) aspects that they have in common
(e.g., same age group and sex).

The data analysis operations described above can be performed by
various means: (1) manually, e.g., with hand tabulating cards or
with cards that are marginally punched (McBee cards for key
sorting); (2) semi-automatically, e.g., with cards that contain
punched holes [Hollerith cards that can be read, sorted, and tabulated by electrical accounting machines with calculations usually
performed on desk calculators); and (3) completely automatically,
e.g., with data on Hollerith cards or in other machine readable
form sad with sorting, filing, tabulation, and computation done
entirely by electronic computer.
2.1 Automation in Data Analysis
Computers ohould he used for data analyois only if it is cheaper
and more efficient to do so. Availability of computer equipment, programmers, and "canned" (commercially prepared)
programs are additional factors to be considered. The following issues are also helpful in determining whether computer
operations should be used.
2.1.1 Volume of data. In general, the larger the number of
events or individuals studied sadlor the more information recorded about each one, the more efficient automa-

1.1.3 Description: Portraying essential information about the
distribution of individuals or events in terms of various

tion becomes. In fact, computers may be the only feasible
mesas of handling large masses of da tao

9
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2.1.2 Number of variables to be considered simultaneously
during sample selection or computation. Automated techniques are particularly useful for selection of cases or
for aoalyses involving maoy variables.

2.1.3 Complexity of computations. Complicated computations
having maoy component or repetitive steps are done far
more efficiently with automated techniques. The digital
computer is especially designed for such operations.

2.1.4 Repetitivene.s of data and of operations. Because computer programs, once written, can be used repeatedlyeven if minor modifications

Bfe

necessary -

merged with comparable data in their files. [Example: Merging data about Thomas Jones of
Chicago with data about Tom Jones of Cook
County. Illinois when the street addresses are
identical.)

2.2.1.3 Organizing. Computers cao automatically file incoming data in ways that facilitate subsequent
analytic procedures. (Example: Preparing a long
"longitudinal" or "chronological" file of events
about an individual, filing quaotitative data in ascending order for subsequent computation of the
mediao of the distribution, etc.)

automated

techniques are most efficient when they involve repetitive aod frequent data analysis operations that are comparatively stereotyped (e.g., preparation of annual reports).

2.2.2 Output
Computers can issue the results of data analysis in three
major ways:

10
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2.2 Input and Output Operations
Data aoalysis is a component step in almost all of the computer
applications described in other sections of this report: It is
impossible to give examples of input or output content to com-

puters without duplicating large parts of those sections. Consequently, we will list a few of the input aod output operations
in which computers can greatly facilitate the initiation aod the

2.2.2.1 Traditional presentation. Output can be displayed
or printed without comments. (Example: Traditional automated records, statistical tables and
accoun ting reports, statistical summary measures,
city maps showing psychiatric admission rates for
each census tract, etc.)

communication of the data analysis process.

2.2.1 Input
2.2.1.1 Editing. Computers can be programmed to perform a preliminary aoalysis of incoming data for
obvious errors. [Example: Detecting the inconsistency of the report of the 20 year old patient on
a geriatric ward.) (See section on data banks.)

2.2.1.2 Matching. Computers cao apply various probabilistic rules to ensure that incoming data are

2.2.2.2 Alerting. The products of data analysis can be
presented in such a way as to alert someone to a
situation requiring his action. (Example: Patient
progress report alerting therapist to dramatic
change in behavior suggesting impending SUicide,
property report that underlines stock items in
critically low supply, etc.)

2.2.2.3 Implementation. The product of data analysis can
automatically initiate a response without any
human intervention. (Example: Automatic oper-
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ation of artificial pacemaker following prolonged
asystole, automatic preparation of reorder forma
for stock items in critically low supply, etc.]
2.3 State of the Art
2.3.1 Current Usage
2.3.1.1 Hardware. Many desirable data analyses are still
impossible because of limited core capacity in
most computers. This capacity is increasing rapidly as miniaturization techniques and storage
materials are improved.

12

Input operations - traditional bottlenecks in
data analysis - are now quickened by such innovations as optical scanning devices and direct,
correctable keyboard-to-magnetic-tape typewriters. However, input is still a major problem..
Ordinary typed or bandwritten material cannot
be put directly into the computer without intermediate processing, and even punched card input
is painfully slow when compared to other computer operations such as computation and printing.
Filing of incoming data and suhsequent fileupdating has improved dramatically in the past
decade becsuse of random access (non-sequential
filing] techniques.
Access to computers and availability of open
computer time is improving through the use of
multiple access (tima sharing] computers and remote terminals for hath input and output. These
developments are doing much to reduce the machine cost of automated data analysis by making
it unnecessary for each research or clinical facility to buy its own computer and do its own
programming.
2.3.1.2 Software. "Canned" (commercially prepared] programs for many routine computer operationsespecially mathematical and statistical processes
- are available from many firms. This, together
with improved input devices, is doing much to

reduce the parsoonel costs of automated data
analysis. However, data-filing, processing, and
some analytic operations, because of the specificity of the data being filed, usually require specially written programs. Lack of standardization
of data forms and of hardware increases the cost
of software (progrsmming].

2.3.2 Projected Usage
2.3.2.1 Hardware. Computers with large core capacity
will permit larger numbers of variables to be
mauipulated simultaneously.
Automated input operations will largely supplant paper-using procedures as the costs of remote terminals diruinlsh and the capacity of multiple access computers increases.
Transmission costs (between remote terminals and large multiple access computers] will
prohably diruinlsh as heavier usage causes all
levels of government to view transmission networks increasingly as public utilities and to underwrite the construction of trunk and feeder
lines that can be leased at low cost.

2.3.2.2 Software. Programming probably will continue
to be a major bottleneck in terms of operating
costs, personnel shortages, and operating time.
However, simpler, more versatile programming
languages and standardization of equipment and
data forms offer hope for reducing this problem.

3, Spacial!ssues Relevant to Data Analysis
3.1 Need for psychiatrists to have at least minimal training in data
analysis.
3.2 Need for psychiatrists developing data analysis programs to
enlist consultative support from nonpsychiatric experts in such
areas 8S experimental design, statistics, computer programming, and design of input documents.

13
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3.3 Shortage and expense of personnel who can program computers.
3.4 Need to maintain confidentiality of data about individuals.
3.5 Need for accuracy, completeness, and quality control in preparing data for analysis.

4.4 Encourage operators of projects that analyze data about
individuals to famillarize themselves with available techniques
to maximize confidentiallty.
4.5 Encoul'llga psychiatrists developing data analysis systems to
train professional and clerical staffs in the Importance of complete and accurate recording of data.

3.6 Need for more standardization of record forms and coding
systems to maximize compatibility between various data
gathering and analysis systems and thereby to reduce costs of
cooperative operations greatly.

4.6 Encourage the greatest possible standardization in psychiatric
record keeping and coding.

3.7 Enormous expense of estabUshlng local computer centers.

4.7 Encourage psychiatrists embarking on large data analysis operations to consider alternatives to establishing new computational facilities locally (e.g., by using remote terminals; by
renting facilities from local Industries, governments, universities, or hospital accounting departments; by mailing data to

4. Recommendations

4.1 Give psychiatric residents at least minimal exposure to data
analysis experiences having some of the following characteristics:
14
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4.6.1 Encourage local institutions to cross reference their
patient code numbers with Social Security numbers.

remote centers for batch processing, etc.).

4.1.1 Stress on data analysis as a preliminary to problem solving (both clinical and administrative).

15

4.1.2 Exposure to rationale and general methodology of psychiatric epidemiology.
4.1.3 Supervised experience in analyzing locally available data
for answers to meaningful. previously unanswered questiODS.

4.1 .4 Experience in designing operational documents (e.g., patient records, administrative intake forms, etc.) with a
view to subsequent data analysis operations.
4.1.5 Some familiarity with modem data analysis technology,
at least enough to permit meaningful conversations with
programmers.

4.2 Encourage psychiatrists embarking on projects that involve
data analysis operations to identify and estabUsh consultative
liaison with local individuals and organizations experienced
in such operations as experimental design, statistics, and
input-document design.
4.3 Encourage the identification and use of IIcanned" programs

that can be adapted to individual analysis programs with
minimal programming time and expense.
"

~
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1.2.1 Case Registers
Unked files of statiatical records on individuals who
have been identified as cases, i.e., 89 patients or clients.
The cases are selected on the basis of some common
diagnostic or operational criteria (e.g., admission to a
psychiatric facility after July 1, 1961). Usually residence
in a specific county, state, or other defined geographical
area is also required (community case register). The
register is updated by reports of new events andlor by
periodic collection of follow up information.

DATABANKS
Elmer A. Gardner, M.D. and Anita K. Bahn, Sc.D.
1. Definition

16

"Data bank," in its most broad usage, refers to storage and retrieval
of Bny bits of information about persons, groups, transactions,
events or environmental features (usually with the aid of electronic devices). Thus, in a general sense, it can encompass all computer data uses (e.g., automated clinical records, concept exchange
systems, logistical support systems). In a more restricted sense,
data bank refers to information that is (a) pooled from multiple
sources, (b) summarized or coded, and (c) used for statiatical purposes primarily. The stored information may be used for (a) service (clinical - administrative) or (b) investigative -heuristic
purposes.

1.1 Single-Source Banks
Files of nonlinked separate reports about events, persons,
groups or environmental phenomena (e.g., storage of vital
statistics such as birth or death records, census of population,
housing, farms).

2. Input
2.1 Content
Input information consists of one or more of the following:
(a) Date of reporting
(b) Date of event or transaction
(c) Description of the event, transaction, or person. Usually
this information is recorded in a standard way andl or
coded.
(d) Identifying information ahout the individual or group to
permit linkage with other records (e.g., name of individual,
birthdate, Social Security numher, address, mother's
maiden name).

2.2 Method
Input procedures migbt utilize one or more of the following:

1.2 Multiple-Source Banks
Cumulative or linked files in which separate reports about a
person, group, or event are brought together. u, •• two or more
items of information recorded at different times about a person may. when considered together, be of greater significance
than when either is considered in isolation." This section will
concern itself largely with multiple source banks such as case
registers because. in recent years, considerable controversy
has centered on this type of data hank.

(a) keypunching onto cards or
punched tape -_ _
(b) optical scanning of - - - - - . Magnetic
Computer
precoded cards _ _ ___ ----J' tape <---+
- storage
(c) writing on visual diSPlayS~
(d) typing on remote terminals
(Direct' on-line communication)

• Dale \NDlmttW mwt btl l\I..IIkleatlJ npld to

duced (nal Uma).

co~

with dlle .t the Hte at which It La pro-
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2.3 Quality Control
GIGO, a computer-wide acronym for "garbage in, garbage
out," warns that quality of computer output can be no better
than quality of computer input, ie., missing and invalid data
stored in the computer are not improved by computer processing. Steps must be taken to insure that new reports are edited
before being stored, that reports have been obtsined from all
reporting sources, that cumulative records are consistent and
current, that sufficient identifying information Is recorded
wbere linkage is required, etc. In record linkage systems the
updating process (adding data to an existing machine record)
particularly requires quality control checks and the ability to
identify an individual or his group membership, I.e. family.

2.3.1 Role of computer in editing
The computer can help control and edit raw input and
stored information by rejecting input with:
(a) missing data
(b) inconsistent or contradictory data
-within the same report (e.g.. birthdate and age)
-between different reports or different parts of a
cumulative record (e.g., verifying that dates of two
events are in logical sequence)
-by listing records for persons or events in which
more information is required (e.g .. listing psychiatric outpatients for whom termination reports
maybe due)
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The computer lists these inconsistencies and questiona
able items for clerical review and other query. It is then
a simple matter to introduce the correct information.

5. Output
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5.1.1 Single or multiple unlinked events
(a) Usting of events or narrative. The items may be
printed on the form received, or their usefulness
may be enhanced by computer processing (e.g., coding of census tract, calculation of number of days on
the hospital rolls).
(b) Summary of events. Enumeration and tabulation of
all events during a time period (e.g., number of admissions by census tract, average length of hospital
stay for discharged patients).

5.1.2 Multiple linked reports (e.g.. case register)
The linked report system can provide the following types
of longitudinal information:
(a) Listing of events for one individual. All psychiatric
episodes for each individual listed in chronological
order.

(b) Summary of events for one individual. Tabulation of
patient's cumulative number of hospital admissions
and bed days. A further level of abstraction is the
patient's probability of readmission during the next
12 months based on life table techniques.
(c) Summaries of individuals (person-statistics). Linked
records yield un duplicated lists and counts of individuals admitted to any psychiatrtc facility during
the year. If the register pertains to a defined geographic area, rates of admission are obtained by
dividing the unduplicated patient counts by the
population count.
(d) Summaries of groups. Unked records maintained for
groups, such as a family, yield family statistics [e.g ..
number of three-person families with all members
under psychiatric treatment).

5.1 Content
The computer product ranges from print-outs of the raw (unedited) data to various sorted, summarized, and otherwise
modified forms including a narrative print-out of the coded
data, arithmetic mean, graphs, etc. Potential output varies with
the type of data bank.

3.1.S Selection of a sample
Events or persons may be selected from the data bank
for special studies. Thus, hypotheses suggested by the
routine data in the bank can be investigated in depth by
clinic or field study ar further analysis of stored data.
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3.2 Method

4.1 Factors Affecting Confidentiality

The media of output varies with the computer equipment.
(a) PrInt-out of lists, tables, or graphs on sheets of paper
cards.
(b) Visual (TV) display

01

Both may be produced either at a central console or at a remote terminal.

Ethical issues and need for safeguards will vary depending
upon the purpose of the register and certain other factors:
4.1.1 Purpose of the data bank
(a) Research. Here, confidentiality is less of a problem
if the objective of research only is adhered to strictly.
In such cases, relatively few persons have access to

3.3 Time Factors
The time elapsed between a request for a report and its production varies with the nature of data bank and files, complexity of computer processing required, and availability of
programs. Large volumes of data and cumulative records of
variable length (not uuiform) tend to delay output. Random
access discs and electrouic display devices tend to shorten
output time.
20
3.4 Quality Control
Computer output, like input, must be carefully monitored for
completeness and accuracy. Errors can occur in specifications
given to the programmers, in the writing of the programs. or

through machine failure. Output totals must be compared with
input totals, various cross checks made, and the results inspected for reasonableness.

the data, and individual identity is rarely used. Voluntary participation is more often feasible than in
data banks used for administrative purposes.
(b) Clinical-Administrative. As noted by Dr. Howard

Rome, the growth of the corporate structure of medical prsctice, with the increasing difficulty in integrating the subsystems of this structure, has created scientific, political, and economic pressures that are
forcing the medical establishment into electronic
data processing. Clinical-administrative needs are
producing the most pressing demands for data banks,
and it is here that the issues of confidentiality and
privacy must be faced. Although summary statistics
are often the primary focus, information about specific individuals may be desired for optimum case
management andl or administration. Thus, this type

of data bank raises more ethical issues and requires
greater safeguards.
4.1.2 Other Factors

4. Confidentiality
Concern for the protection of personal privacy and the security
of the data from misuse are inherent in any bank containing information about identified or potentially identifiable individuals.
The Panel on Privacy and Behavioral Rese.rch noted that "The
right to privacy is the right of the individual to decide for himseU
how much he will share with others his thoughts, feelings, and
facts of his person.llife." This panel noted the conflict within our
society between the right to personal privacy and the right to know
anything that may be known or discovered about any part of the
universe.

Concern over adequacy of safeguards and resistance to
reporting will increase as:

(a) the number of reporting sources, and therefore possible linkages, multiply
(b) the number of potential users increases, and
(c) the "distance" increases between the reporting
source and the agent responsible for the data bank,
4.2 Safeguards for Confidentiality
4.2.1 Ethical. Professional responsibility.
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4.2.2 Technical. Special keys or access to locked files; separation of statement and identification Iiles using special
codes to link them; use of scrambled identification data.
Separation of data banks that are potentially linkable
may be maintained by special key., etc., for linkage.
4.2.3 Legal. Special statutes to protect the reporting psychiatrist from suit and the records from court subpoena,

to specify the use and the users, and to provide penalties
for abuse of the system.
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and is not always reported to the data hank. Psychiatric facilities should routinely request this number to Improve their
record systems.

5.2 Lack of Standard Systems
To permit greater sharing of computer programs and to facilitate cooperative studies. more standardization is needed nationwide. This would Include (a) uniform categories and codes

for a core of demographic, diagnostic, and service items, (b)
standard computer Iile arrangements, and (c) standard computer hardware.

4.3 Summary
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The individual has a right to health and effective medical care,
as well as to privacy. Therefore, concern for confidentiality
of the data must be balanced with the need by society, often
in behaU of the individual, for knowledge that can be obtained in no other way. As noted by some, all change is
resisted, particularly when it Imposes external demands for
the kinds of radical reform that data banks will Impose on the
delivery and utilization of medical services. In addition, as
with every technological advance, there are attendant
dangers, e.g., certain data become more accessible and may be

used hy individuals or government departments for uses not
in the patient's interest. Thus, there will be irrational as well
as rational resistance to the development of any data bank.
We also should recognize that, in many instances, the anonymity that some people struggle to protect Is more myth
than reality, and that many patients will tend to have less concern ahout privacy than some professional workers.

5. Faclors Affecting Cosl
The costs of Borne data banks, especially those with record linkage,
may be prohibitive. Factors contributing to high cost and inefficiency are:
5.1 Inadequate Identifying Information
A unique person-number is an aid in linking all records for the
individual. The Social Security number is widely used for
identification, e.g. college students, Medicare recipients, mem-

bers of the armed forces, veterans, etc.. but is not universal

5.3 Inadequate Number of Users
A larger number of users will distribute costs and make the
total effort worthwhile. Unfamiliarity with the potential uses
of the bank and with research methodology contribute to
underuse of this rich resource for advancement of psychiatry.
23

6. Current Stalus of Case Registers
The departments of mental health In many states maintained multiple source data banks for many years, but did not make extenaive
use of these Iiles aa case registera until the advent of electronic
data processing techniques. In the state systems, reports usually
have been received from allstate supported inpatient facilities and,
with less completeness, from most or many outpatient facilities.
Electronic devices have simplified the pooling of data for each
individual patient (case) and the production of summary statistics
for groups of patients and/or facilities.
Case registera utilizing electronic data processing devices
have existed for more than ten years in the State of Maryland and
in Monroe County, New York. Comprehensive reporting systems
have been initiated in Missouri and New York to obtain demographic, socioeconomic and clinical data for each case. Similarly,
Rockland State Hospital in New York, with NIMH support, has
initiated a comprehensive case register

8S

a pilot program for all

the state hospitals In several Northeastern states. The limited
number of psychiatric case registers extant in this country' and the
several ahortive attempts at maintaining cas. registers (e.g., Tri• Th. only Plycldatrta RN rqlJbn ouuld. of thU COWl.try

u.,lan COUDtrl•• , Yugoal.v1I., ballAd. lAd 8c:otlud.
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county North Carolina register) indicate that the obstacles, cautions, and cost in developing and maintalnlng such an operation
are not to be ignored. At the time of this writing, it may be fair to
say that psychiatric case registers still represent more a potential
rather than an actual administrative and/or research tool.

1. Problems and Benefits of Case Registers
1.1 Problems
Since a case register represents one form of a multiple source
bank, it is evident that cooperation must be secured from
several, and often varied. reporting sources. Private practition-
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ers and the staffs of reporting facilities may object to the
time involved in completing reporting forms and may openly
verbalize their aversion to the explicit or implicit surveillance
of their practice. Reporting personnel may have reasonable
concern about the ethical aspects of such a system and the
potential threat to patient privacy and safety. Finally, resistance to reporting will occur if there is vagueness and/or confusion in the stated objectives of the case register, in the criteria for distinguishing a case, and in the definitions of items '
on the reporting form, e.g. what is meant by residency within a
specific area, diagnostic terminology I and distinctions between
patient status such 8S "inpatient" VS. "outpatient."
It mey be difficult to achieve standardization of terminology between reporting sources for anyone case register and

between case registers. This obviously limits the usefulness
of the register(s). In this country data reported for person
identification also may vary considerably from one facility to
another and one area to another, increasing the risk of misidentification. The mobility of our population makes it hard to
trace patients in their movement between facilities and/or
areas and, thus, detracts from the usefulness of the register
for longitudinal studies.
The cost of program development, particularly, and to
B lesser degree, maintenance operations of a case register Bfe
still usually prohibitive for an individual locality. Accessibility
to a computer with sufficient core capacity might also limit
localized usage. The development of standard data processing
programs and the use of remote terminals are gradually reducing these obstacles. Perhaps a greater problem for smaller
facilities or localities is the scarcity of personnel with ade-
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quate knowledge of psychiatric networks, data processlug
techniques, and data analysis to minimize the error level in
developing and maintalnlng the system and to utilize the data
appropriately.
In those case registers that have been operational it has
proven difficult to obtain a sufficient number of knowledgeable users to justify the costs of the system. Commonly, the
amount of actual and potential output overwhelms the few
people involved in the development and maintenance of the
register.

1.2 Benefits
The potential benefits of a case register are many and only a
few will be noted here. First, it should be noted that some case
registers can be simply an elaboration of an already existing
reporting system for a governmental agency, i.e. state mental
health department. A register provides unduplicated patient
counts and thereby provides improved survey and management of a psychiatric network. The movement of patients between facilities and/or services and the course of contact with
the network can be easily studied for individual patients or
groups of patients. With the movement toward decentralization and increaslug variety of services, this kind of data assumes greater significance. In addition, summary statistics can
be obtained in which any data in the register can be cross
matched against any other data to provide profiles of patient
populations or service patterns that would otherwise not be
available and that may prove helpful clinically or administratively. A register could be used for better patient management by providing an immediately available clinical record
of the person's prior contacts with any of the services in the
psychiatric network.
A case register may be particnlarly useful as a method for
evaluating mental health services, either by utilizing data in
the register or by utilizing the register as a source for sample
populations to be studied more intensively. The register could
serve as the foundation for development of a mOfe comprehensive system of quality control. In addition, output from
a register may provide many clinical leads or bypotheses and
this, with its use as a source of sampJe patient populations,
can make a case register a valuable clinical and/or experimental tool.
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2.2 Processing

AUTOMATED CLINICAL RECORDS
Ulett, George A., M.D. and Spitzer, Robert L .. M.D.
with assistance from
Sletten, Ivan W., M.D.,
and Endicott, Jean, Ph.D.

1. Definition
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'!'be term "automated clinical records" refers to the recording, storage, and retrieval of information about patients in a form available
for processing by electronic or mechanical devices. Today, the
term generally implies the use of computer .ystems. Several systems with multiple facilities linked to a central computer now
exist, or are being developed, which involve either single hospitals,
individual states or several states. In some systems the traditional
clinical record is unchanged, and the information is simply stored
or first coded and then stored in the computer. In others there is
no paper record or chart, and information is transmitted directly
from and to the clinician by his interacting with a terminal device
connected to a computer. In these systems, a permanent copy is
generated only when needed, as in communicating with another
facility.

'!'bere are many methods for getting information into the computer, including key punching from a narrative or any type of
data form, optical scanning of specially designed precoded
forms, typewriter console, and visual displey devices [cathode
ray tubes) that can receive information through a light pen
or by physical contact with the finger of the person supplying
the information.

3. Sources of Information

Automated clinical record systems facilitate the use of information collected directly from the patient himself, from family members, or from other informants by means of precoded questionnaires. In addition, they lend themselves to the collection of
certain kinds of information by trained technicians, thus saving
professional staff time.

4. Storage and Retrievol

'!'be more commouly used systems permit storage of the data in a
central data bank, which can consist of either cards, magnetic
tape, or disks that permit rapid access to individual records. In the
latter case, it is possible at a terminal to obtain immediate information about a specific aspect of a patient's condition or status.

5. Output
5.1 Type

2. Input
2.1 Type

The information that enters the .ystem [input) can be introduced in a Dumber of ways. The information can be in narra~
tive form as a direct statement or, more commonly, first CODverted into precoded categories. The latter can be true-false
statements, scaled judgments reflecting intensity or severity
of Borne trait, or mUltiple choice items. Pre coded items need
not be limited to simple concepts; any concept that can be
defined can be translated into a precoded form.

For some systems the input document, or a copy, also serves
as the definitive medical record. In most systems, however,
the computer generates a report that can either serve BS a
permanent printed record, which becomes the medical record,
or the information is shown on a visual display device. The
information can be presented in narrative form [even though
the input information may have been in coded categories), as
a listing of the information. If the input is numerical, it can be
presented as scale scores or graphs.
The output information for a given subject can contain
more data than was present in the raw input data. For example,
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reliability and validity, the research potential from these systems Is staggering. On the other hand, if the terms are poorly
defined, or the informants poorly motivated to give good information, the research value of such systems obviously will be
lessened.

output information may contain change scores over time,
comparisons with other groups of patients, and suggestions for
patient care based upon the comparison of this patient with
previous patients given a variety of treatment modalities. (This
latter use is discussed under Assessment and Treatment
Techniques.)

7. Rationale for Automation
There are several reasons why there is considerable pressure to
automate the traditional method of recording psychiatric case records. Automation can reduce the clinician's time in getting information into and out of a record; it also simplifies information
retrieval for an individual patient or for summary data about
groups of patients. An automated record keeping system can also
provide the clinician with data not usually available to him from
traditional clinical charts and, thus, help him with decisions about
the patient's diagnosis, management, and treatment. Finally, information from an automated record keeping system can be of great
value to the administrator or researcher, who usually has great
difficulty retrieving information from traditional clinical records.

5.2 Processing
The same methods are utilized for output as for input. The
output can involve individual patients or groups of patients, as
for example, patients from a given ward or from s hospital
with certain demographic features, etc.

6. Use of System
6.1 Clinical
28

Automated clinical record systems can replace the traditional
system of record keeping so completely that there is virtually
no information on the record that is not available for
electronic processing. At the other extreme, the system can
be added to an existing traditional system. For example, the
clinician might fill out a mental status au tomated form in addition to dictating his usual mental status examination. However, this kind of double work is always resented. Most likely,
future automated systems will replace portions of the clinical
record, while still permitting additional comments and information that is not in a precoded form. For example, the clinician may wish to add additional information to supplement
the precoded mental status examination. Some systems permit
this information to be entered as narrative (via a typewriter)
through the computer terminal. Other systems permit the clinician to write some comments that will be part of the medical
record but that are not available for computer processing.

6.2 Research
For a variety of reasons, the traditional clinical record is practically useless for research purposes. If the information supplied to an automated clinical record system is of sufficient

8. Issues

•

8.1 Confidentiality
The issue of confidentiality relating to data banks in general
is discussed in another section of this report. Although automated systems create problems in the protection of confidentiality, many have pointed out that current nonautomated clinical record systems are far less than foolproof. It Is sometimes
possible in hospitals for various persons to have ready
access to the confidential clinical information by merely presenting themselves and requesting the patient's chart. With an
automated system it is more feasible to put reliable safeguards
against such access by unauthorized individuals. This can be
done (1) by using assigned code numbers or various physical
characteristics detected by sensing devices to identiiy individuals who are authorized to have access to the system and
by permitting only certain types of information to be entered
or referred by specifically designated staff members, and (2)
by limiting the accessibility of certain kinds of data to certain terminals (e.g., business office terminal can not have access to psychiatric history information).
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8.2 Legality
Data entered through precoded systeIDB can be considered a
legal medical record entry if the identity of the person entering the information is noted and if the person making the entry
has been authorized as responsible for the patient's care.

8.S Training
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Opinion is divided about the impact that the use of precoded standardized forms will have on the training of clinical
personnel. Some feel that training will be improved because of
increased attention to definition of terms, comprehensiveness
of coverage, and the results of instruction in the use of the
specific forms. Others feel that training will be adversely affected because of the inhibition of spontaneity and creativity
both in the interaction with the patient in obtaining the information (e.g .. trainees will only observe what is on the form)
and in becoming too dependent on the form for structuring of
thinking. It may well be that in some settings the training will
deteriorate, but in most settings it will be improved. The best
way to avoid a negetive effect on training is to develop and use forms that encourage clinicians to make careful and pertinent observations rather than merely to record preconceived
notions into stereotyped categories. In addition, we cBution
egainst limiting training programs to teaching student psychiatrists how to complete standardized forms.

8.4 Stnndardization of Forms
Standardization of forma and computerization go well together - the former makes processing easier, the latter acts 8S
a reinforcement for the administrative edict to standardize.
There BrB many advantages to standardization. Findings can
be more easily compared between centers, and development
of items and forms can be facilitated with a reduction of costly
duplication of effort. As a variety of output reports are developed, they can be more widely and generally disseminated.
For example, as the data base is analyzed to provide computer
aided suggestions regarding patient behavior and outcome,
these suggestions can be made generally avaUable.
Complete standardization of alliteIDB and forms is proha-
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bly not possible and may even have some disadvantages. s.items will not be of use as significant predictors of beb.arior..
Also, since patient populations differ from institution. to iDatItutian, some items may be more useful in one setting tba.
another. Finally, even in the most definitive system, fonDa
must be left open-ended. It will be necessary to search CODstantly for new iteIDB that carry more information and ue
better predictors.
At this time, however, a set of core items satisfactory to
most centers could probably be established. As one example,
there appears to be considerable overlap from one center to
another regarding the mental status items.
.
.
With administratively independent organizations, It will
not be easy to standardize. Geographically separate worken
do not regularly have the opportunity to exchange views, to
discuss common problems meaningfully. or to discover that
others are working on these problems. Collaboration on forms
will then involve travel for which funds may not be available.
Institutions and administrators may have trouble getting their
own organization to accept forms from outsiders. Also there
is a pride of ownership in building one's own system, a psychological reward not easily put aside.
In order to facilitate collaborative efforts toward standardization, the APA could establish a committee to assist centers toward this goal.

9. Cost
At present. automated record keeping systems are expensive. Even
the cheapest systems are more expensive than the existing ODes
that they replace. However, the additional cost can be justified by
considering their greater potential for improved records. improved
patient care, savings in professional time, and value for rese~
Also standardization of forms, procedures, programs, and eqwpment will eventually reduce costs and increase the benefits.
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ASSESSMENT AND
TREATMENT TECHNIQUES
Robert L. Spitzer, M.D.,
Richard C. Stillman, M.D.,
with the assistance 01
lean Endicott, Ph.D.
1. Assessment
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The use of automated procedures has already drastically changed
the field 01 individual patient assessment. The speed and memory
capacity of the computer greatly facilitates the processing 01 many
traditional assessment procedures. In addition, newer techniques
make use 01 the unique advantages 01 computers to investigate
areas 01 functioning that were difficult or impossible to evaluate
without automation. There are

DOW

numerous automated assess-·

ment procedures available to evaluate such diverse aspects 01 an
individual's lunctioning as current and past manilest psychopathology, personality traits, ego lunctioning and cognitive abilities.
For several decades clinicians and researchers have made use
of standardized procedures 88 an aid to individual clinical assess-

ment. These procedures have included questionnaires, rating
scales, and check lists, which can be completed by the patient himsell, a trained professional [e.g., psychiatrist, nurse, attendant) or
some other informant [e.g., lamily member, friend) . In the past,
because these forms had to be scored manually, their processing

sessment technique is the automation 01 the Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory [MMPl). This sell adminiltered
checklist used to require tedious hand acoring. There are now
several automated versions of this test currently in use. The
psychiatrist can have his patient complete an MMPI on special
lorms which are aent through the mail to a central computer
lacility, and within a lew days the results are returned to the
clinician. The output from these automated procedures contains not ouly the traditional MMPI scale scores, but also an
interpretive description 01 the patient based upon complex
comparisons 01 the patient's scores with those 01 known
patient groups. This narrative is similar in appearance to that
written by a skilled clinician who has considerable experience
and knowledge 01 test results with diIIerent kinds 01 patients.
It differs, however, in that the rules 01 inference are explicit
and easily modified with new data, and the report can be
based on many more patients than any individual clinician
could ever hope to test. The cost of these automated procedures is already low as compared to the cost 01 an experienced
test interpreter. In addition, many psychiatrists can use this
procedure in a locality where there are no lacilities lor having
a patient evaluated by a tester. Although opinion is divided as
to whether the automated narrative sections 01 these reports
are better or as good as those written by a human interpreter,
many psychiatrists are now making use 01 these automated
MMPI interpretation services and are apparently finding them
of value.
1.2 Diagnostic Assessment

Several automated procedures for classifying patients, either
in the standard diagnostic categories, or with other typologies,
have been developed. Various models have been employed
including various mathematical procedures as well as a logical
decision tree similar to the logic of differential diagnosis. Both
procedures have yielded computerized diagnoses in substantial agreement with diagnoses made by clinicians on the same

was generally time consuming and prone to error. In addition,

data analysis was usually limited to simple scale scores. With
automation, scoring can be accomplished rapidly and without
error. In addition, the same data can provide more detailed re-

ports, taking advantage, lor example, 01 the ease with which the

cases.

computer can compare an individual's scores with scores of other

known groups.
l.~

1.1 Automation of Traditional Techniques
An example 01 the impact 01 automation on a traditional as-

l

Interaction with Computer
1.3.1 Interview techniques. In some of the new assessment
techniques still in the developmental phase, the patient
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interacts directly with the computer [on.line). 'The patient
may provide answers to various questions posed by the
computer [through a typewriter or video screen) regarding bis psychiatric symptomatology and history. 'The advantages of this procedure over having the patient answer
written questions on a questionnaire is the ease with
which a particular response can cue the computer to
branch to a line of inquiry relevant to tbat particular
patient. A corollary feature is that areas of inquiry that
are trrelevant to the particular patient can be omitted.
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1.3.2 Cognitive assessment. Other new assessment techniques
involve on·line evaluation of cognitive functioning. For
example, the traditional mental status test of recent
memory, where the clinician recites a list of digits and
asks the patient to reproduce them forward and backwards, can be done more accurately, more reproducibly,
and therefore, more meaningfully by computer than by
indivIdual clinicians. Reaction times can he routinely
measured for each response, without the patient even
being aware that this dimension is being evaluated.

2. Treatment
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that would be difficult or impossible without computers.
Examples include such techniques as analysis of covariance
[which takes into account initial ievel and relationship between
pre-treatment and post·treatment scores), and factor analysis
[which reduces a large universe of items into a smaller and,
thus, more manageable number of dimensions). In addition,
the automation of clinical records is providing researchers
with a data base that they never had available to them in the
past.

2.2 Computer as Therapy Assistant
In addition to supplying information relevant to treatment as·
signment or evaluation, computers can be used 8S active participants in therapy. Computers have been used in the treatment of autistic children. For example, a computer can respond
to the child's increasing vocalizations with interesting displays
of visual and auditory material. Computers have also been
used in the administration of behavior therapy to patients with
phobic disorders by a programmed presentation of fear items.
Recent work in computer use of natural language, in
which the computer generates its own sentences, has been
used in experimental interviews and suggests the possibility
of computerized therapy modeled after the more traditional
verbal type of psychotherapy.

A number of facilities are exploring procedures for using automated assessment techniques for the assignment of patients to
treatment. For example, on admission to the hospital, a clinician's
description of the patient's symptomatology can be used by a
computer program to suggest the optimal treatment modality.
Subsequent ratings by many different staff members can tben be
integrated and used to monitor the patient's progress Bnd to
suggest modifications in the treatment program. A computerized
monitoring system can detect relationships, trends, and patterns
that might otherwise remain undetected.

2.1 Evaluation of Treatment
The research evaluation of various treatment programs is
greatly facilitated by automation. It is possible to process
large amounts of data using sophisticated statistical procedures

\

.
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programs and those of clinicians. This type of program can be used
to generate diagnoses (a worthy end in itself] and also to study
the complicated behavior engaged in by clinicians themselves
when they allemptto diagnose patienta.

SIMULATION TECHNIQUES
Joseph R. Marches. Ph.D .• and
Richard Stillman. M.D.
1. Definition and Example
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A simulation is a "working model" of a complex process. It is constructed to increase our understanding of the process being simulated. Often. in addition. it Is used to predict. and sometimes
to actually replace the more complex process in certain situations.
The first simulations used mechanical models. such as plaster
models of river beds to simulate floods. in order to predict and
understand their occurrence. Nowadays very sophisticated and
complex modelling can be done with computer programs in which
the outside world is represented event-by-event by far more rapid
changes inside the computer. This affords much greater speed andflexibility ; many more assumptions and combinations of circum·
stances can be entered in the computer and their consequences
quickly ascertained. A reasonably sophisticated simulation of a
therapeutic dialogue or of a human personality. for example. might
require the processing of millions of logical operations, even
though the number of initial assumptions would be far smaller.
The computer is thus a tool akin to a scratchpad. on which simulation depends for purely practical reasons.
An example. taken from the psychiatric literature. suggests
other features of simulations. There are many different methods
now being tried for patient diagnosis on the basis of input information supplied to the computer by informants (cliniCians. the patients themselves. or both) . Some of these computer programs
apply elegant mathematical techniques. requiring astronomical
numbers of arithmetic calculations to arrive at a diagnosis. Others,
however, use a complex decision-tree similar to that used by a
clinician ("The patient has loss of memory and recent personality
change but no hallucinations and no delusions. therefore •... ").
These latter programs simulate clinicians even though the former
programs may produce an equally reliable diagnosis. There are
more correspondences between the decision processes in the latter

2. Examples of Computer Simulation Models

2.1 Abnormal Personality
Several computer models of abnormal personality have been
developed. These differ widely in their fundamental assumptions about personality but share a degree of internal complexity that make them potentially quite faithful to the
interdependence of human personality elements. These models
are able to react with "satisfaction," "anxiety," and "frustra.
tion" to different events with not much less (or more) appropriateness than human beings. The reactions would not be
practically predictable from the assumptions alone (without
using a computer) because. simple as the assumptions may be.
the working out of the detailed sequences of their interactions
would be impossible for an unaided person.

2.2 Belief Systems

Closely related to models of personality are simulations of
individual belief systems. These can be used to study and
predict which beliefs will be held in the face of various sets
of other beliefs or evidence. A simulation of the beliefs of a
prominent political figure has been conducted and. indeed.
computer simulations of the beliefs of the voting populace
have been increasingly used in major political campaigns.

2.3 Service Patterns
More institutionally oriented models simulate planned or
existing services to determine how well they will satisfy in
detail the needs of the population (also simulated). The waiting
rooms of clinics have been the basis of several smaller models
studying the effects of changing appointment procedures on
the average length of time wasted by the patient (and by the
doctors). More complex simulations encompa .. a larger part of
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the organization. Models of communities may give the Investigator the chance to vary elements (such as availability of outpatient care. rates of population change. etc.) over which he
could have no control In the outside world.

assumptions or appeals. The axJoms and givens of the simulation
are completely public and readily communicated. a requisite for
all scientific models. In some simulations Input variables are
manipulated by the investigator and compared with output variables. Examples of this kind of process are models of drug action.
Interpretations by the therapist. or parental behavior. Output variables. such as sleeping. depression level. and amount of antisocial
behavior are dependent on the Input variables and on the system's
operating characteristics. The overall goal In simulating such a
system is to achieve a functional interaction between input and
output variables of the system so as to describe it accurately over
a wide range of input values.
Throughout the development of simulation it is necessary to
compare the model with the simuland (that which is being simulatedJ and make adjustroents in the simulation. The adjustroent
may Involve only resetting some numerical values of variables In
the simulation. or it may involve a restructuring of the basic logic
itself. As this "tailoring" proceeds. effort is needed to avoid
"patching up" an inherently inappropriate model by adding additional assumptions to the simulation to explain the embarrassing
divergences from reality. This certainly has its counterpart In
scientific theorizing. where efforts are directed toward the most
economical theories. while those that explain the world in comparatively labored and tortuous ways do not survive. A simulation may resemble its object quite closely. but if it is a quiltwork of
ad hoc procedures. it only imitates and does not illuminate.

2.4 Diagnostic and Therapeutic patterns
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Many of these simulations are of great potential value. The
simulation of diagnosis can provide Insight into the process of
clinical judgments. It can also serve a teaching function. demonstrating useful sequences of deduction In arriving at a
diagnosis. Simulated patients can provide beginners In psychotherapy with practice in interviewing Instead of "cutting their
teeth" on real patients from the start. In fact. a really good
patient model would enable one to experiment with different
styles of psychotherapy in a "dry run" before attempting these
styles with humans. making simulation the counterpart of a
laboratory gnlnea pig. (No simulation to date has achieved thia
goal. however.)
A more complete listing of the areas around which simulation has been developed with relevance to clinical practice.
training. and research includes the following topics and appears among the references cited for this section at the end of
the report.
1J cognitive - perceptual conditions
2) belief systems
3) human interaction

4) psychopathologic processes

4. Evaluation of a Simulation Model

5) interview interaction

6) community populations (reference provides a basis)
7J diagnostic category and process of assessment
8) simulation of Instruction systems

3. Principles of Simulation
Whether it is the emotional state of a human or the utiJization pattern of a mental health center that is being simulated. certain
principles are necessary In developing the model.
The model must be stated clearly. with its assumptions explicit and amenable to logical (or mathematical) manipulation. This
requirement is actually one of the greet advantages of simuletion
- there is no "hand~waving." vagueness. or room for implicit

•

The success of the simulation is likely to be measured against
many more criteria than is the success of a simple hypothesis.
Not only must result match reality. but process must match it as
well. In simulating human problem solving. for example. the idea is
not only to get as many problems right as a human. but to solve
them in the same way and to make similar kinds of mistakes along
the way. There are DO universally accepted criteria for judging
simulations. Suppose Simulation A matches its simuland half the
time and Simulation B three·quarters of the time. but B. when it
makes an error. is much farther off than A. One simulation of a
psychotherapist relies heavily on a vast memory of things whichmight-be-said. and. In fact. convinces many of those "talking" to
it that it is a real therapist. But its fluency conceals the fact that
nowhere In its program is there any mechanism for directing the
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Interview toward a therapeutic goal. A different simulation, conducted perhaps on the same computer, generates less feeling that
there is a psychiatrist present, but responds to the subject's statements with an Internal model of appropriate goals. Which is better, and is either good enough?

5. Future Developments
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In all Iikelthood, simulation techniques will continue to have
greater theoretical than practical use, although mental health assessment procedures applied to both Individual and community
populations will greatly benefit by the Increased usefulness and
clarity of simulation techniques and models. [Simulation techniques are of growing interest and use to epidemiologists and city
planners.) Certaiuly there is no possibility of replacing the mental
health worker by a computer. Simulation models require a high
degree of professional [e.g., psychiatric) consultation if they are to
function successfully. They serve as supplemental aids to the practicing mental health professional and extend his insight into problems, rather than duplicating or replacing his direct services.

PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGIC LABORATORY
APPUCATIONS
George A. Ulett, M.D .. and
Elmer A. Gardner, M.D.
1. Automated Clinical Pathology

1.1 Instrumentation Monitoring
The purpose of on-line" monitoring of the instrumentation of
laboratory functions is to relieve technicians of the routine
and onerous time consuming checking of laboratory routines
and to insure accuracy, precision, and reliability. The instruments are tied into analog-digital converter devices which
change biological measurements to discrete numbers. These
computers are programmed to correct for baseline drift and
warn the technician when something is going wrong.
The instruments used to perform. laboratory tests are
many and varied. Manual equipment usually gives one data
point per minute. Automated equipment ranges from one cycle
per minute to 1000 cycles per minute, and runs the gamut from
machines that emit high frequency-short duration analog signals to low frequency-long duration signals. Data from these
Instruments may be handled off-line with manual entry Into
the computer, or on-line, using analog tape and both high speed
and low speed data Input channels to the central processing
unit.

1.2 Record Keeping
Hospitals usually require a flexible input capacity for both
fixed and variable format data, as well as a wide variety of
output formats. Rapid data retrieval is also necessary.
Acquisition and reporting systems are designed to get in-

formation to-through-and-out of the lab more rapidly. This is
It On-Unl LDdlcatti. dIrect communicaUon with the computer; Informetion JI CODUDuou.ly
tnuulPlltted to the computer via teletypewriter or cOOlparebJe IIquJpmeo.t rother tban beiDa trUUlmitted periodically, In b.tchIt. on cam. o.r maaneUc tape .

..
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usually accomplished hy using cards or optical scan sheets for
test requisitions. These are fed into the computer, which can
be programmed to produce not only a list of patients needing
specific lab tests but master lists, work sheets, apecitnen collection schedules, labels, and all the other myriad lists necessary for the day-to-day operation of a laboratory. Test resnlts
can be sent directly to remote printers on the wards.
1.3 Rationale for Automation
Clinical pathology laboratories lend themselves quite well to
computer assistance. Approximately 300/0 of the workload in
a clinical laboratory is clerical. With the advent of automated
equipment, this figure may well increase rapidly. Skilled technicians are becoming a scarcity the machinery is becoming
more complex. and the paper work is increasing daily.
In general, a computer based laboratory data processing
system must provide for better utilization of trained technicians, a reduction of paper work and documented quality control. The system must be economically justifiable and allow
for both the laboratory instrumentation and hospital requirements.
By combining on-line monitoring and data acquisition and
reporting systems, the clinical pathology laboratory can handle
a greatly increased workload. Technicians would not have to
do manual calculations or frequent machine checks, and clerks
would not have to make innumerable lists and post results.
Automated methods and computer calculations greatly reduce

by "eyeballing"; it would appear that for clinical applications
in the near future this is unlikely to change. It is not thet computers cannot be programmed to quantify and interpret EEG
data but rather that the necessity of scanning the record visually for artifacts, the problems of changes in the state of vigilance during recording and the traditions of the "art," have, to
this date, served to deter the application of computers to the
problems of clinical electroencephalography. A number of
systems have been developed, primarily for research application, to list the characteristics usually noted in the EEG in
such fashion that these data can be handled by the computer
for statistical analysis. This is done usually with grouped
patient data.

I
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the chance of errors Bnd increase both accuracy and precision.

Reliable test results are rapidly available to the physician, and
patient care is improved.
On the negative side most of these systems are expensive,

the computer and the laboratory instruments are machines
subject to breakdown, and it is difficuit to clear invalid data
from the computer. Other pitfalls include the problem of using
technicians 8S computer operatoISj the widespread belief in
the myth that computers are infallible; and the failure to design
a totol system to handle all data and all forms by computer.
2. Automated Electroencephalography
2.1 Clinical Uses
Traditionally the electroencephalogram has been interpreted

2.2 Investigative Uses
Electroencephalographers were among the first to explore the
use of analog-digital conversion of physical data for statistical
research. The first Gray-Walter Aoalyser (1944) was a mechanical tuned-reed device for Fourier type transformations. Since
then similar tuned resonator equipment has become wholly
electronic. Depending upon the needs of the problem, analogdigital conversion is done either with small, special purpose
computers or by using programs developed for larger general
purpose computers. Such utilization has included power spectrum analysis, period analysis (zero-cross, base-line cross),
autocorrelation, cross-correlation, wave form analysis and
amplitude integration methods. In evoked potential laboratories the Computer of Average Transients (C.A. T.) 400 has
been used to average the responses from sensory, visual or
auditory stimuli. Similar techniques, particularly amplitude
and wave form integration, have been applied to other psychophysiologic data including electromyogram, galvanic skin response. Bnd respiratory records.

2.3 Rationale for Automation
Among the advantages of such methods for handling psychophysiologic data are: objectivity; the possibility of handling
large grouped masses of data; the ability to detect small differences in batched records that are difficult to discern by
individual visual inspectionj and savings in clerical time in
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measuring and counting records. The mejor difficulty encountered is the need for additional complex and expensive equIpment.

The digitalized data is further evaluated for a diagnostic
impression. There are several approaches to this. Group measurements can be evaluated from lead to lead, according to
criteria that identify specific conatellationa. Abnormal amplitudes and durations can be identified and related to known
disease states, or statistical groupings of measurements of
wave forms and intervals can be obtained.
The output can consist of the identification of all waves,
with their amplitudes and durationa printed for each lead. The
rate, P-R, QRS, and ST interval can be calculated. Objective
statements can be made. and the diagnostic impression is
actually the interpretation of these statements.

3. Automated EKG
Computer interpretation of electrocardiographic signals has
evolved slowly over the course of the last decade.

3.1 Equipment and Operation

44

The standard EKG machines were used to acquire data in early
research work. Data from strip charts were put onto checklists,
which were then keypunched and processed by the computer.
The interpretations were subjective, the process time-consum·
ing, and the system suitable only for research on a small part
of a large number of EKG's.
Eventually, special EKG machines were built for data acquisition. Some produce vectorcardiogram" using orthogonal
leads. Others use the standard twelve limb leads. The acquisition process is basically the same in both types of machines.
The standard strip chart is produced. At the same time, an FM
modulator picks up the EKG signals and records them on
magnetic tape.
Teleprocessing systems now allow a physician in B remote
location to use the special EKG machine, then transmit the
tape recording via data phone to a computer center many
miles away. The incoming EKG signals are put on magnetic
tape, the signals on the tape are fed through an analog-digital
converter into a central processing unit, the digitalized EKG
signals are analysed by the EKG program, and the results are
transmitted back to the physician via teletype.

3.2 Output
The logic in the computer program is similar to that used by
the clinician in interpreting EKG's. The amplitude, slope,
duration, and frequency of the peaks are noted and pattern
recognition and measurements are programmed. All waves are
identified and all amplitudes and durations are calculated for
each lead.

3.3 Rationale for Automation
Such systems allow for a repid analysis of the EKG and eliminate the need for a highly trained cardiologist to read routine,
normal EKG's. These systems are economically justifiable in
areas where very large numbers of EKG's are done.
45
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range needs are compatible with the efforts to obtain Its long
range computer objectives. Each noncompatible measure is
appropriately considered in light of its cost and value. Characteristics of today's computer programs, summarized below,
support the importance that is placed upon proper planning.

LOGISTICAL SUPPORT OF COMPUTERS
IN HOSPITAL PROGRAMS
George A. Ulett, M.D.,
Joseph R. Marches, Ph.D"
Harry E. Wood, B.S.
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The health industry is the third largest in the United States. Only the
food industry and national defense rank higher in total spending.
However, from a data processing point of view, the health industry
Is still in its beginning stages. Of the approximately 7,000 hospitals·
in the United States, less than 10 percent have gone beyond the
punched card stage. The majority of hospitals in this 10 percent group
use their data processing systems primarily for basic accounting and
logistic operaUons. The biggest gains made through the installaUon
of EDP (electronic data processing) systems have been in reducing
administraUve effort and providing significant data to administrators
for the decision·making process. However. even these limited gains

have not been accomplished without proper and carefully thought
out plans.

1. Development of on Automated System
1.1 Planning
The most important steps in the development and installation
of a computer system are planning and systems design. Ade-

1.1.1 Applied development
Extensive applied development efforts, including systems analysis design and programming, must be taken
on an orderly basis when planning a computer system. Software development in the computer field may
reduce this effort when undertaking future computer conversion programs; with few exceptions, such capabilities
have already been over-emphasized.

1.1.2 Cost Studies
Substantial costs are involved in undertaking a computer system. Hospital administrators undertaking
major computer systems often do not recognize that
equipment costs frequently represent only 40 percent of
the total cost of a computer operation.

1.1.3 Reorganization
Computer efforts frequently reqnire a shift in organizational responsibilties and duties to make the proper talents available. Such shifting normally reqnires proper
planning and adequate time for completion.

quate planning is essential in order to accomplish three basic

objectives: to identify fully the desired end results, to insure
that measures taken to accomplish these results are adequate

and to minimize the overall costs for achieving both short and
long range automation objectives. The automation objectives
desired can vary considerably in different hospitals. An effective plan ensures that measures to meet a hospital's short
• nl,.. ere IPprollllute1y su .wl. and count}' meoW botpltalt &Dd .bout 1111 print' au...
tal bo.pit'" lD the u.s. c.n.r.l botpltal. 1a lb, u.s. that ICCOtrUDOdate p.ychJatrlt::: pIUlnll
IlWDb.r 1,SlS and. VltlflUa AdPlinlatntlOD bOlpltall I.D lb, U.8 .• bout to.

1.1.4 Personnel Training
The critical shortage of trained appIJcation-development
personnel and other computer specialists makes it n,e ces
sary for many organizations to train their own computer
e

staff before they can proceed with the development and
implementation of computer systems. Such training efforts can require many months to complete.
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1.1.5 Attitudinal Development
The proper psychological environment must be developed within the hospital. A well planned orientation effort is required to develop the right acceptance of the
computer by all members of the hospital staff, and the
representatives of all staff divisions should also be involved in planning the computer system.

1.1.6 Equipment
Equipment manufacturers often require up to two years
to deliver computers. Planning is essential to make the
right equipment available at the right time.
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1.2.1.1 Logistic Support Sub-systems
Logistic support sub-systems of a total hospital
information system can be divided into two categories: a business oriented sub-system and an
operations control sub-system. Included in the
business oriented sub-system are patient billing,
accounts receivable, dietary planning, food inven-

tory, purchasing, personnel records, fund control·
cost accounting, and payroll-labor distribution.
The operations control sub-system area would
include such applications as personnel assignments and scheduling, systems for nursing service. central service and housekeeping, plant
operations scheduling for maintenance and cons!ruction, and overall computer project planning
and control procedures.

1.1.7 Physical Facilities
It is necessary to provide adequate physical facilities for
48

housing a computer operation. Site preparation requires
careful planning to ensure that the right space, access, six
conditioning, power, floor load capacity, and other environmental factors Bre given proper attention.

1.2.2 Business Oriented Shared System Approach
This approach has proven quite popular from an economic point of view. The sharing by a number of bospitals of the normal high development costs and professional personnel talent has many advantages. Under this
approach, a number of small hospitals are connected to
a central computer via communication terminals. Most

hospital groups in operation today or under development
1.2 Systems Alternative.
Hospitals have three primary approaches to data processing
today:

1.2.1 Hospital Information System Approach
Thi. term has become widely accepted and implies a
total system approach involving both accounting and
patient oriented applications. It is primarily patient oriented but handles business functions and creates data
for research purposes as by-products of normal routine
processing. In this system, nursing stations and ancillary

departments communicate directly with a computer by
means of remote terminals.

concentrate on business applications.

1.2.3 Install Computer and Develop System
Those hospitals that elect this approach simply install a
computer and start to develop applications. Most of the
hospitals, except those that are research-oriented, started
with business oriented applications. This approach is
suitable only when experienced management and data
processing professionals are available.

2. Strengths ond Wenknesses of Systems
The largest contribution the computer has made to date in the
hospital field has been in the business oriented applications and in
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alleviating administrative burdens. Summarized below are some
of the strengths and weaknesses of major logistic applications in
operation today:

2.5 Property Records
Based upon the size of the hospital the reduction of c1ericBl
effort could be substantial. Computer storage and processing
can provide automatic reporting of property acqulsition costs,
depreciation, and book value figures of all hospital capital
assets. These types of data are essential in order to support
government reporting requirements and to tie into the cost accounting system.

2.1 Patient Bi1Iing and Accounts Receivable INR}
These applicetions offer the greatest tangible benefits and are
often selected for initial development. Control over late and
missing patient charges, increased revenue and a reduction of

AIR, and improved collection practices are selling factors . Use
of remote terminals in business offices to prepare a patient bill
on demand is characteristic of general-private hospitals.

2.6 Fund Control-Cost Accounting
This is defined as the determination of costs actually incurred
in performing aU principal functions within the hospital. These
data are necessary to determine patient charge requirements.

Standard per diem rates from third party insurance agencies

2.2 Dietary-Food Inventory

are based upon a generalized cost accounting system. Accumu-

lation of cost data must be weighed against the acquisition
costs, yet few hospitals have an adequate cost accounting system in operation. A very complex system will affect every
department function in the hospital. It is essential to good
management practices that detailed cost data be accumulated
in every area of responsibility and used in comparative analy-

Because 15-20 percent of the hospital's operating expense is
used to support the dietary functions , this sub-system has a
high priority. Use of the computer has provided reductions in
50

raw food costs, reductions in inventory levels using reader
points and economic order quantities and substantial savings
in shipping costs. warehouse space, and purchase prices.

•

sis purposes.

2.3 Purchasing

2.6.1 Patient Fund Control

Effective use of the computer in purchasing ties in very closely
with the inventory control functions. Group purchasing has
demonstrated savings as high as 15-20 percent of purchasing

This sub-system is unique to psychiatric long term hospitals. Through the use of the computer, automatic fund
control balance amounts can be maintained. A decision

costs because clerical effort constitutes such a high proportion
of purchasing expenses under manual systems. PopuJar reports

to automate this application must be based upon the
number of patients involved and the associated number
of transactions.

provided by a computerized system include vendor history
performance and supplier availability status.

2.4 Personnel Records
Mechanization of personnel records can provida skills inventory and promotion dates to improve morale, answer credit
inquiries. and answer various inquiries from government agen-

cies. Reduction of clerical effort needed to support a manual
system is substantial.

•

2.7 Payroll-Labor Distribution
This sub-system is one of the first applications to be automated
in any hospital computer prograro. Many problems exist in the
payroll processing and maintenance under a manual system

that can be reduced through automation. A strong selling point
is the fact that 65-70 percent of a hospital's total operating
expenses is used for salary.
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2.1.2 Libraries: Systems that provide documents containing

information about specific topics. (Example: National
Library of Medicine, Bethesda, Maryland 20014.)

CONCEPT EXCHANGE SYSTEMS
Paul T. Wilson, M.D.

2.1 .3 Referral Centers: Systems that provide the names of or-

ganizations that can supply a particular kind of information. (Example: National Referral Center for Science and
Technology, Library of Congress, Washington, D.C.
20540.)

1. Definition of Subject Area
Broadly defined, a concept exchange system is any facility that
communicates conceptual information from people who generate
it to people who use it. This definjtion includes such facilities as
meetings, books, journals, and informal networks or "invisible
colleges" of workers in the same field. This report limits its scope
to concept exchange systems that employ modern data processing
techniques.
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2.1.4 Selective dissemination of information (SDI) systems:
Systems that automatically send information users references to new documents whose contents match the
users' personal information profiles. The user can then
request copies of documents of particular interest. (Example: Institute of Scientific Information, 325 Chestnut
Street, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19106.)
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1.1 Difference between "conceptual information" and "data"

Data describe the events that occurred in a particular situation.
Conceptual information describes characteristic relationships
between classes of events that are assumed to occur in an simi~
lar situations. In psychiatry, for example, the events reported
in one patient's clinic record are data, while the general prin~
ciples derived from examining thousands of patients' records
are conceptual information. Data are cODverted to conceptual
information by the process of "data analysis" described in
another report.

2. Automation of Concept Exchange Systems

2.2 Rationale for Automation in Concept Exchange Systems
Computers are valuable in concept exchange systems because
of their speed and accuracy in filing and retrieving documents
sad references to documents. Documents (and their references)
transcribed onto computer tapes may also be stored efficiently
and machine-examined rapidly.

Criteria for automating concept exchange systems include the
following:
2.2.1 Number of documents processed. In general, the larger
the number of documents (or their references) stored in a
system, the more appropriate it is to automate its operationa.

2.1 Varieties of concept exchange systems that may be automated
2.1.1 Clearinghouses: Systems that supply documents or refer-

ences to documents originating from several organizations or sources. Some clearinghouses provide information that answers specific questions. (Example: National
Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information, National
Institute of Mental Health, Chevy Chase, Maryland
20015.)

2.2.2 Number of index terms or descriptors assigned to each
document. Generally, automated techniques are best
used for systems that index each document (or reference)
in considerable depth.
2.2.3 Number of index terms or descriptors used simultaneously to retrieve documents. Systems using lengthy retrieval formulae or criteria should usually be automated .

..
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2.3 Illustrations of Input and Output
2.3.1 Input to a concept exchange system may be of almost
any kind. including books, research articles. review arti-

cles, abstracts of articles, project descriptions, bibliographies, and photograpbs.
2.3.2 Output from a concept exchange system may also take
a wide variety of forms. Some of the more common outputs are listed and briefly described below.
2.3.2.1 Abstracts: Brief summaries of whole documents.
[Example: Abstracts of papers presented at the
annual meetings of the American Psychiatric
Association are publisbed in the annual Scientific
Proceedings.)
2.3.2.2 Bibliographies: Usts of references to documents
from a particular source or about a particular
topic. Eacb reference usually indicates the document's title, author, date of publication, and
source [journal, book, etc.).
54

2.3.2.3 Indexes: Alphabetical lists of terms [sometimes
consisting of several words) that describe or cbaracterize various aspects of documents, including
their subjects, authors, or sources. Each term is
usually accompanied by a list of documents to
which the term applies. [Example: Index Medicus,
produced by tbe National Ubrary of Medicine.)
2.3.2.4 Primary documents: Copies of the same documents that entered the systems as input. [Tbe
major output of txaditional libraries is primary
documents.)
2.3.2.5 Secondary documents: Documents produced by
the system and that announce or report on the
primary documents it contains. These may inelude the following:
Abstract journals: journals containing abstracts
of articles [and, occasionally, of other kinds of
documents) about a particular topic, [Example:
Digest of Neurology and Psychiatry published by
the Institute of Living, Hartford, Connecticut
06102.)

Annotated bibliographies: Bibliographies that list,
in addition to basic bibliographic data, a brief
description or explanation of the document's contents. [Example: Medical Reference Works,
1679-1966 : A Selected Bibliography by john Blake
and Charles Roos.)
Contents journals: journals consisting of the reproduced tables of contents from other journals.
[Example: Current Contents: Behavioral, Social
and Management - Sciences, produced by the Institute for Scientific Information.)
Information directories: Documents listing instItutions andlor people that can supply information
about particular topics. [Example: A Directory of
Information Resources in the United States, publisbed by tbe National Referral Center for Science
and Technology.)
2.3.2.6 Answers to specific questions: Users are given
information in the form of verbal answers to
their questions.
2.4 State of the.Art
2.4.1 Current usoge
2.4.1.1 Hardware. Because of computers' limited "core
capacity," [i.e., active memory) the file of documents in automated concept exchange systems
must still be reviewed serially [i.e.. by baving the
computer "read" rolls of computer tapes into
which document information has been transcribed) for retrieval purposes. For the same
reason, it is still prohibitively expensive to store
and retrieve information from the whole texts of
documents.
2.4.1.2 Input procedures. Incoming documents must be
analyzed, indexed, and abstracted manually, and
references to documents must be hand-transcribed to machine-readable form. Because of
personnel costs, it is prohibitively expensive to
transcribe whole texts of documents into mschinereadable form.
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2.4.1.3 Output procedures. Most automated concept exchange systems still require considerable telephoning, correspondence, and hand-programming
before users can obtain the documents or documenl-references they want Users must then
"digest" these documents to find the answers to
their specific questions.

S.2 Operational
S.2.1 Most existing concept exchange systems make little or no
effort to screen incoming documents for qualIty.
S.2.2 The quality of the output from concept exchange systems
(also) depends largely on the subject-area competence of
the personnel who perform its indexing, abstracting, and
retrieval operations.

2.4.2 Projecled usage {immediale and long range}

2.4.2.1 Hardware. The computer industry is making concerted efforts to increase the core capacity of
their large computers. Within the next two decades, miniaturization of coding techniques (ability to use less space on tapes, etc. for coding
information, similar to but not to be confused
with miniaturization of electronic components)
may let the equivalent of whole libraries be available for review and retrieval.
2.4.2.2 Input procedures. Techniques for automatically
transcribing whole texts of documents to machine-readable form - as well as analyzing, indexing, and abstracting them - will probably
develop during the next decade.
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2.4.2.3 Oulpul procedures. The storage of whole texts of
documents and the development of more efficient,
less expensive remote computer terminals, larger
multiple-access computers, and better "natural
language" computer programs will eventually let
users of concept exchange systems "converse"
with computers to obtain answers to specific
questions. Already possible in pilot systems,
practical interactive systems will probably not be
available for the next twenty years.

S. Special Issues Relevant 10 Concept Exchange Systems
3.1 Legal
Current copyright laws prevent the free reproduction and distribution of privately published documents (including professional journals).

3.2.3 Many existing concept exchange systems provide a comparatively "routine" service that varies little with users'
individual needs and preferences.

S.S Professional
Most psychiatrists receive little, if eny, training in the availability and use of concept exchange systems relevant to their
work.
57
4. Recommendations

4.1 Legal
Copyright laws must be modified so that copies of documents
may be made more freely without threatening the commercial
publication system.

4.2 Operational
4.2.1 Some screening efforts should be made to prevent information of poor qualIty from entering psychiatric concept
exchange systems.
4.2.2 Psychiatric document evaluation, abstracting, indexing,
and retrieval should be done by people who are reasonably familiar with psychiatric concepts.
4.2.3 Psychiatric concept exchange systems should provide
information only after the user's specific informatlon
needs, purposes, and professional sophistication have
been determined.
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4.2.4 Psychiatric concept exchange systems should monitor
their operations repeatedly to evaluate the satiafaction
(and dissatisfaction) of information users.

4.3 Professional
Instruction and experience in the use of concept exchange
systems should be made part of psychiatric residency training.

COMPUTER FACILITATED TRAINING
Jon K. Meyer, MD.

1. Introduction
Well demonstrated storage, processing, and retrieval capabilities
suggest a possible role for the computer as an information-rich
tutor in transactions with medical students, interns, psychiatric
reSidents, and psychiatrists. The purpose of this section is to outline possible instructional applications of computers.
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2. Definition and Scope
Computer facilitated training refers to the use of the computer in
interaction with a student or trainee to display information, to
accept and process the student's response. and to present further
information contingent upon that response. By emphasizIng the
interactive feature, this definition eliminates such functions as the
batch processing of information requests by concept exchange
centers.

3. Training Modalities
There are three basic computerized teaching modes: (1) "drill" and
"tutorial," programs; (2) simulation and gaming; and (3) information file maintenance and mllItipulation. The drill and tutorial
programs are those most often given the label "computer assisted
instruction" or "CAl."

3.1 Drill and Tutorial Programs
3.1.1 Drill. In drill programs the student is asked to respond to
a series of questions or problems presented in a predeter-
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mined order. Drill exercises are prevalent because it is
relatively easy to assemble materia!, assign it, and to
serve many users simultaoeously with limited equipment. The best known drill programs are those used at
the elementary school level.

5. Input and Output
5.1 Input
Input in all areas of computer utilization requires a highly
structured approach. Training is no exception. Courses are
usually produced by teams consisting of content experts who
specify instructional objectives, programmers who convert the
content material into appropriate instructional interaction, and
program editors who revise and refine instructional sequences
in the light of performance data. Reports of time expenditures
in tutorial program design indicate between 100 and 400 hours
of planning, writing, programming, and debugging to produce

3.1.2 Tutorial. Tutorial programs consist largely of adaptations
of lecture or textbook materia!. The more sophisticated
programs make the computer's response at significant
points dependent upon student input. In most cases,
tutorial programs function like computerized programmed
instruction texts.

ODe student hour of instruction.

3.2 Simulation and Gaming
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The simulation and gaming applications go beyond the usual
techniques associated with drill and tutorial programs. The
simulation or game program constitutes a model of a real or
imaginary system or set of interactions. The program is designed to provide an appropriate reply aver a wide range of
student input. Such programs can serve to examine the deci·
sion·making skills of a student during training or to provide

5.2 Program Languages
The computer programming languages available for instructional purposes are constraining limits on possible input and
output. These languages fall into four general classifications:
(1) conventional compiler' languages, (2) adapted conventional
compiler languages, (3) interactive computing and display
languages, and (4) author languages. The compiler languages
(ALGOL, COBOL, FORTRAN) require an experienced pro-

practice in problem situations which may not be encountered

often enough to maintain essential skills.

grammer for instructional applications and are inefficient for

maoy simple instructional tasks. The adapted compiler languages (MENTOR, ELIZA, CATO) represent an attempt to
correct the inefficiencies in the first group by adding such
features as student sign-on and sign-of!, answer matching, and
record handling. Programming experience. however. is required for their application. The interactive computing and
display languages (ADEPT, BASIC, QUIKTRAN) are usually
considered "student" languages and provide computing power
and graphic display capabilities that are highly interactive
and easy to learn. The author laoguages (COMPUTEST,
COURSEWRITER, PLANIT) have built-in capabilities for constructing and administering instructional sequences, answer
matching, monitoring student activities, and collecting perfor~ance ~ecords. Input and output features of various types
of mstructional programs from the student's point of view are
summarized in Table 1:·*

3.S Information File Manipulation

Information file maintenaoce aod manipulation requires online tools for the organization and retrleval of information.
The student is allowed to reorganize aod augment, for purposes of self-education, his personal version of a basic information file.

4. The Advantages of Computer Use in Training
Benefits unique to computer presentation aod control of educational material are: greater control over stimulus· response·
reinforcement contingencies. reduction of man hours spent in
teaching routine material andlor in routine testing. the provision
of more individusJized instruction with large classes than may be
possible otherwise, the provision of remedial or backs'round
material without consuming man hours, and increased freedom for
students to pursue ideas at their own pace.

•

-• Complier tanp ....

build upon ,.lmpl" cod .. to th.1 on. pro,run lrutruc:t1on. ut.llUiAa
wry faw warda, m.y I11Dily • lana .equlnel of operatloo. to lb. cOlllpul1r
•• Rlprintld by COurtlllY of p , O. Tb01ll~OD PubUCIUOIlA lac. , Crtlo-Gwlch: CaDDlcllcut. troll)
CUn1Inl Problem. 1.0 Computu-Alded lIUIlnlc:tioo" by J. L. RO,ln, DOIQ.JI:IOUOD. aaptlmbv
1". pp. :II-U.
I
..
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TABLE I - ConUnuad

TABLE I
Appllcation
Category
COMPUTATIONAL
AID

Inputs to
the System
Values of
variables. Data

from observe·
tiODS.

System
Functions
Solve. the
formula. Carrie.
out the

analy~

sls.

System
Output

Application
Category

Solution. to the
problem (r.
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Responses to

Usesleamer

INTERACTIVB

Outcomes of the

instruction or

input. to lolve

learner's dec!-

detain the
learning envlronment
[deciliona 1D
games, procedures for
operating onUne terminals,
test cases in
laboratories,
maneuvers in
aircraft, spacecraft. or naval
vessel crew

a mathematical
model of the
procesl (PbYllcal. social,
organizational,
economic, etc.)
beins simulated.

,lana sometime.
expressed as
changes in the
computer controlled parta of
the learner'l
environment.

Output

Responses to
questions uked
by the .ystem.

8llDUDarles of
learner per--

formance.

Analyze.

To learner-

learner', re-

for correct
answers, indication of correct·

sponse, and
selects next
item to be
presented to
learner.

nes., plua next
Uem; for incorrect anlwen,
lome dialo8ue
exploring the
correct answer.
To course deBigners, errot
data by item.

6. Current and Projected Stote of the Art

tra1nlnB etc.}.

6.1 Current Stote

LESSON MATERlAL
STORAGE AND
RETRIEVAL

Information that
Identifies the
learner'S area
of Interest
(sub ject, period,
area, etc.) or
the learner's
progress in 8
particular
course of
instruction.

Matches Ident!·
fiera with tbosl
of stored les80n or supplementary
material

LeuoD [Ot
luppJementary)
m aterial
requested by
the learner
(language exe~
clses, classroom
or homework
assignments.
etc.}.

LESSON
PRESCRIPTION

Learner's performance on test
ad.minlstered
followin8 last
assignment (may
be entered by
teacher,
teacher', aide,
etc.).

Matche.
learner'. pef'4'
formance on lut
test with
characterlltict
of alternative
instructional
unit. for next
topic.

AlSlgnment of
next in.tru~
tional unit for
use in clauroom
or laboratory,
or for home·
work, outside
reading, etc.

Answers to
drill and rtt'VIew problems.

Grade. leamer's
answers (right
or wrong):

To learnerright Or wrong
on each problem; % for set.
To teacher-

TESTING

System

collect. date on
all student. by
problem let.

su1t. of the
calculation.
statistical
analysil, etc.).

System
Functions
problem aeti

INSTRUCTION
SIMULATION

Inputs to
the System

adJusta difficulty
level of next

Computer applications in education and instruction are In the
research and development phase and seem likely to remain
at that stage during the next five years. Currently, gains from
computer appllcation over reasonably well designed lecture or
textual materials have not been demonstrated with capable
adult learners. With elementary students, on the oth.e r hand,
some gains in effectiveness have been demonstrated.
6.2 Costs
The cost of curriculum development is high. Estimated costs
range from $200,000 to $2,000,000 for a hundred hours of
terminal time constituting a one year course. Communications
networks may play an important role in bringing computerbased instruction within economic constraints by allowing the
expensive instructional software to be used with large numbers of students. Such developments may make computerbased Instruction justifiable on a cost-benefit basis in the
early 1970's.
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6.S Future
The trend in instructional use of computers for students at
higher education levels is likely to b. away from the drill and
tutorial models. In future systems, the primary sources of
knowledge are likely to be made available to students through
organized files. The computer will provide the necessary tools
for managing and manipulsting this information.
7. Special Problems Related to the Use of Computers in Training
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The characteristics of any current instructional computer system
impose limitations on the material that can be presented to the
learner and on the responses the learner may make. He is either
forced to re.pond within the constraints of an artificial language,
thus presenting no ambiguity to the computer, or within natural
language restricted to rule out the most common sources of ambiguity. Characteristics of the response other than meaning (the
presence of specified key words, the order in which they appear,
etc.] determine its subsequent processing.
As in other areas of computer application, the problem of
standardization is pressing. There are no observed standards for
instructional hardware or software.
The shortage of qualified people to produce innovative educational materials constitutes a major obstacle to successful in-

structional applications.
8. Recommendations

Authors of psychiatric texts should be encouraged to develop
computer-based materials, particularly simulations of physiological processes or clinical situations, to supplement the text. Actual
computerization of the text would probably offer no advantages
over the printed page.
On-line, time sharing communications networks with provision for Individual files should b. encouraged. The availability of
concepts and data from broad sources, together with the capacity
to store and manipulate the information according to personal
needs, would make an important contribution to psychiatric
education.

OVERVIEW AND RECOMMENDATIONS
1. Overview

1.1 General Themes
The varied us.s of the computer in psychiatry, as in all of
medicine, make It difficult to present any overall evaluative
statement without obscuring the considerable unevenness of
its use throughout the field. Thus, one can note certain themes
that are repeated in all sections of this report: (a] The computer currently is being used mainly for administrative and
research purposes, and, to date, has bad only limited use in the
clinical and teaching areas. (b] Tbe potential usefulness of
the computer bas been demonstrated or suggested for all
aspects of psychiatric practice and education, but its utilization bas been curtailed by a number of factors: prohibitive
costs; a limited range and flexibility of programs and programming lsnguages; lack of standardization of data, forms,
computer files and hardware; the relative slowness of input
and output equipment; inadequate storsge capacities of most
available equipment for many data processing needs; the inaccessibility of major computer facilities to many potential usen;
an ignorance of most potential users about electronic data
processing, breeding fear and inhibiting inquiry at appropriate
times; and a lack of knowledgeable personnel to develop
computerized systems.

Many of these obstacles to widespread computer usage
are already being alleviated and may be minimized within the
next decade. Psychiatry is probably on the thresbold of entering its computer age, and the profession sbould address itself
to some of the crucial issues this raises because no comer of

the field will escape totally tbe influence of automation. (This
statement, as with most of this report, is equally applicable
to other brancbes of medicine.]
1.2 Current Problems
There are five major problems that are mentioned repeatedly
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in this report and that will be discussed before reviewing
the benefits and future trends of automation in psychiatry.
None of these problems Is unique to automation, but theu
resolution becomes more urgent with the introduction of electronic devices which increase significantly the possibility of
compounding error, confusion. or trauma. (The absence of
key personnel could impair the use of a record room for a
short period of time, but equipment breakdown, poor programming, changing to another program language or computer
system could preempt the equivalent of several record rooms
for a period of days to years.)

1.2.1 Confidentiality
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The potential abuse of records and the intrusion upon
individuals' private domains have been discussed in the
section on dats banks. Automated record systems are
safer than manual systems from inadvertent or malicious
unauthorized use, but the pooling of data from a number of sources into more centralized fiies does present a
threat to privacy and raises a number of questions that
must be considered by a profession dealing with sensitive, personal information. The APA Task Forca on the
Confidentiality of Medical Research Records has grappled with such questions and proposed a statement relevant to the research area. But these questions must now

be the concern of the entire profession before automation becomes a pervasive reality rather thaD a potential.

Which information falls within the private domain and
which is public? What role should the patient play in
making this distinction? How can confidential material
be guarded from abuse, and who should assume responsibility for this protection and the communication of
knowledge about such protection? With the increasing
subsidization of health care by government and the
many demands made upon any source of personal information, the answers to such questions cannot be
ambiguous.
To deny access to all records or refuse to answer

all inquiries is no longer a sufficient response: This only
denies the many advantages of automation and invites
decision making by others responsible for health care
but without the benefit of factual information. Similarly,
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if record linkage is prohibited in an attempt to protect
confidentiality, the gain from automation will be considerably minimized. This is exemplified by Connecticut
legislation that prohibits any identifying information
from being transmitted by a mental health facility to a
pooled data bank.
Should professional surveillance of automated record systems be the responsibility of one or more groups
representative of organizations at a national level, such
as the APA or NIMH, or of organizations at a more local
level? Such groups could detect possible threats to privacy and could establish ethical standards for developing and maintaining computerized record systems. At the
moment, there is no one organization toward which any
potential user can turn to learn about the most recent
technological advances (bardware or software) for safeguarding the privacy of computerized records against
improper use [e.g., special codes for access to the file,
identification of fingerprints or "voice prints" by the
computer before "permitting a record search").
A variety of legal questions already has arisen or
may arise and requues input from the psychiatric profession for resolution. What constitutes an invasion of
privacy or a break in confidentiality within an automated system? Should exceptions be made for machine
andlor program failure? The Task Force on the Confidentiality of Medical Research Records calls attention to
the Maryland statute that protects those responsible
for research record systems Bnd the patients reported to
these systems from external abuse by specifying who
mayor may not have access to the file, when and how
such access can be obtained, and the penalty for violations. Under this statute the research records are not
admissible as evidence in any court. The penalty for
violation of confidentiality in the Maryland statute is
minimal, however, and may not constitute much of a
deterrent. The threat to privacy with the pooling of data
in automated record systems Similarly may be reduced
by legal safeguards against non-medical use. Some consideration should also be given to penalties for improper
use by persons responsible for automated systems [psychiatrists, etc.) if a patient is to have any security about
the privacy of the information he provides. These
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penalties could be in the form of professional censure,
suspension or revocation of license, or through adjudicative procedure.
1.2.2 Educational Implications
As noted in all sections of this report, there is a wide
and increasing discrepancy between the actual or potential use of automation in psychiatry and psychiatrists'
knowledge about electronic data processing. Further, because of the limited use of computers in patient management and teaching, few medical schools have machines to use in teaching automation. If.
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we envision.

psychiatry is entering its computer age, then this knowledge gap can significantly impede progress and diminish
the contribution of psychiatrists to the mental health
field. Not even the mast cursory knowledge of computers, programming languages, and such related areas
as data processing, research design, and record or form
development is provided routinely in medical school
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curricula. There are few graduate courses or seminars

provided for psychiatrists (or any health professionals)
comparable to those given by

80me

computer companies

for business executives. Just as those without the ability
to evaluate the investigative literature are compelled to
depend upon pharmaceutical companies and drug salesmen for knowledge about proper medication, without
some acquaintance with the usefulness of the computer,
the indications for utilizing data processing techniques
BDd available resources, the average psychiatrist may
dismiss automated techniques. utilize automation indis-

criminately, or have a generalized fear of computers and
automated systems. Thus, he may not he cognizant of the
almost universal applicability of computers in psychiatry
and may neglect or avoid any participation in the essen-

tial efforts at standardizing terminology, designing forms,
developing coding systems, and developing data processing systems. At the same time he should be cognizant of the limitations of computers.
Although the task force is unanimous in its agreement that some teaching about computer technology
should be included in medlcal school and graduate medical programs, the members of the task force are not ahle
to reach agreement about the amount of education re-

quired. Some of the task force believe that a two to three
hour session could provide adequate knowledge about
the computer sciences for the average medical student
or psychiatric residenl Others on the task force would
propose a course of ten to fifteen hours for every student
or residenl
1.2.5 Quality Control
With the increasing use of machine-stored data, the increasing numbe.r of potential users, and the possibility
of sharing massive amounts of information (ultimately,
whole libraries), the quality of the input becomes even
more vital. As noted previously in this report, improved
coding techniques and more natural programming languages in the next decade will simplify input procedures
and may thereby help improve the quality of information being stored. Nevertheless, little attention has heen
given to what constitutes adequate editing of input and
output data and to how much error can be tolerated
within a system. Although these are obvious questions
for all automated systems, they assume even greater
significance in a field that deals with such sensitive,
personal data. This involves the issues of standardization
of forms and terminology, the education of psychiatrists
to familiarize them with data processing techniques, and
the possible development of criteria for adequate quality
control.

1.2.4 Role ond Systems Reorganization
As the utilization of the computer becomes more ubiquitous in psychiatry, it is increasingly probable that its
employment in one sector of the field will have a significant impact on another sector. Unless some group(s)
with a general perspective of the field have responsibility
for prognosticating such trends, significant role changes
or system reorganization may occur with no warning or

preparation. There may be no opportunity for re-education of personnel, attitudinal adjusbuent, or change in
organizational structure. Again, this would not be unique
to a "computer age," but the frequency and extent of
such change may be considerably greater.
Several examples conld be given of this type of
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secondary effect. but three will suffice: (a) There Is currently a growing movement to train "pareprofesslonals"
to replace. complement. or supplemeDt a variety of professional roles. Several community colleges have Initiated degree programs for these new roles. In most programs these new workers are being uttlized to conduct

for health care delivery systems. The universality of
automation will make access to electronic machines

and appropriate programs vital. Major equipment
changes will cause prolonged disruptions in the uttlization of automated systems unless manuIacturers give

more attention in the future than they have previously
toward developing the necessary support to facilitate

structured initial interviews, administer some 89sessment tests, perform certain clerical functions. and to act
as "expediters." Yet it Is quite likely that some of these

thess transitions. There must be sufficient programmers

andior systems analysts with knowledge about health
care systems, and the medical profession must share the
responsibility for maintaining this manpower resource.
As much as possible computer programs and systems should be atandardized and diSSeminated to avoid
the costly duplication that occurs when almost every
facility has its own computer program and equipment.
Finally, there cannot be too much stress placed
upon the possibility of automation shaping practice and
health care systems, both negatively and positively.
Through the use of automated records, shared libraries,
or other information networks, and through a variety of
automated educational devices, the format and content of
data may (and to some degree should) become less varied
and more fixed. Format and content will be influenced
by automation techniques, e.g., program languages and
storage capacity. How will professional standards be
maintained and determined by knowledgeable personnel? We must not be forced to depend beavily upon nonmedical personnel with too few medical people who can
comm~c.te adequately enough to influence the system
appropflately. The medical profession must have sufficient personnel adequately educated in computer technology.

functions will be automated within the next five to ten
years. and an extensive shift in role functions would be
required. Tbus. their functions should be reviewed. and
those that may be automated need to be de-emphasized
and other functions emphasized in educational programs. [b) The rapid expansion of automated seU-assessment techniques (e.g.• MMPI) soon may replace certain
aspects of some professional roles. Here, too, the cur-
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rent educational programs should be re-assessed and
restructured. (c) ru automated records aod remote terminals with various alertiog and feedback functions become more feasible. the coordination of medical care
sub-systems (e.g .. mental health center components) will
be more easily realized. It would seem that this coordination might improve continuity of care, but unless proper
administrative structures Bre created and necessary atti-

tudinal changes occur among mental health workers. the
automation may create turmoil rather than efficiency.

Persons who are keeping abreast of developments in
automation. in liaison with representatives from various

councils of the APA and different divisions of NIMH.
might monitor the potential impact of automation and
communicate their concern widely via newsletters,

NIMH bulletins, etc.

1.2.6 Appropriate Feedback to User
1.2.5 Equipment, Program, and Personnel Accessibility
It has become commonplace to hear comments about the

size of the health industry in the U.S. and the need for
improvement of the health care delivery system. Consideration also must be given to the increasing dependeDce that psychiatry (and all of medicine) will have upon
the suppliers of computer equipment, programs, and

personnel and upon the implications of this dependence

•

The viability of automated record keeping systems in
p~y~h!atry is depe~dent upon supplying the individual
c.hmCl~n who prOVIdes the information on a given patient WIth output data that is useful to him in the management of his patient. Sophisticated use of the information
fro~ data banks .h~s. been shown to be of value in suggesting to the clinicIan optimum treatment procedures
and ~ pre?icting various outcome events, such as early
hospItal discharge and suicidal potential. This means
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that the output to the clinician for a given patient must
contain a higher level of information integration than
was present in the input. However, this necessitates the
involvement of clinicians, senior administrators, and
other knowledgeable personnel in posing the appropriate questions and the involvement of adequate computer
programming resources to deal with these questions
over and above the mere maintenance of the system.
Adequate funding of automated systems will make these
benefits possible; inadequate support will quickJy lead
to user dissatisfaction, resentment, and the eventual
collapse of the entire effort to use automation.

tional materials and programs can be shared more easily, and
the variety of education processes can be increased with
simulation techniques, computer interactive iostruction, etc.

1.4 Future Trends

As noted earlier, we can expect a number of developments
within this next decade that will remove or mjnimize many of
of the obstacles to computer utilization io psychiatry. Time
shariog systems with more rapid ioput and output will greatly
increase accessibility. communication between users, and the
possibility of large networks. Miniaturization of equipment
components soon will iocrease storage capacity significantly
and produce smaller, perhaps less costly, machioes, thus further iocreasiog accessibility. Output equipment such as
videoterminals and teletypewriters will be more widely used
in remote settings to permit greater flexibility and more personal ioteraction with the machine. Finally, higher level program languages will, to some degree, minimize computer personnel problems. provide easier conversion from one program
to another, and simplify the development of automated record systems.

1.3 Benefits of Automation
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Having discussed the problems which may arise with computer utilization and the cautions to be considered, we might
again mention some of the potential or actual gains. These ar.
almost unlimited, and some of the benefits have been noted
in the various sections of this report. As stated in the first sec·
tion of the report, computers will increasingly free people
from most information handling tasks that we can anticipate
clearly and, probably, from some that we presently cannot
anticipate.
In hospitals, laboratories, and now in outpatient facilities
computers are improving business practices with better billing,
purchasing, personnel records, payroll procedures, and appointment scheduling. Often, costs have been reduced and
c1ericel and other personnel are being freed for more complex tasks.
Tests may be administered and clinical recorda obtained
with improved reliability and accuracy. There will be far
greater opportunity for data manipulation to Improve case
aod system management, to gain predictability with data
that would otherwise be too complex or cumbersome to handie, and to provide an aimost unlimited information file for a
variety of future uses.
An increasing number of people can store, retrieve. and
share massive amounts of information, e.g. library material,

investigative results, and service statistics. The best thinklng
about optimal patient management can be shared by all clioicians, and this thinkiog can be constantly updated by the
rapid access to large automated medical record files. Educa-

2. Recommendations

•

The Task Force on Automation sod Oata Proce88iog in Psychiatry
makes the followiog general recommendations io addition to the
more specific recommendations contained in the body of this report:
(1) The APA should promote the use of a uniform identification
number for psychiatric records, preferably the Social Security
number. We believe this is necessary for gaining maximum. use
of data banks io the improvement of health care. Although
we believe this does increase the problems in maintaining confidentiality, legal and technical safeguards for preserving
record privacy are available (see other recommendations) and
their use would be more elfective and appropriate than resisting such a uniform number.
(2) The APA should appoiot a standing committee to maintain
confidentiality and ethical standards, as well as to encourage
proper legal safeguards for automated record systems. The
membership of this committee should iovolve other organiza-
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tions or individuals representing computer technology and the
Illw. This committee should receive reports of abuses to privacy and channel these reporta for any necessary action after
appropriate investigation.
(3) The APA should establish a task force to make recommendations for and promote the implementation of educational programs at all levels in automation techniques, data manipulation, biostatistics, and record development. This group should
include department of psychiatry chairmen to encourage the
addition of courses in medical school curricula. The task force
should investigate the most efficient methods of disseminating
information to all psychiatrists about automation, in an attempt
to prepare them for the inevitable increasing utilization of
computers in all areas of the mental health field.
(4) The APA should organize a standing committee to develop,
periodically review, and revise standards for the operation of
automated record systems, including the computer programs,
equipment, and termlnology utilized in these systems. This
committee also should promote, where possible, the development of standard record forms and data.
(5) The APA should encourage, in every way possible, the continued and expanded support at the state and federal levels,
of data banks and automated record systems to maximize their
potential for improving patient care. Without such support,
output from automated systems will be meager. user dissatis·
faction will occur, and the benefits from automation will not
be realized.
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